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3Hajor Probien*,

c.matsziel M. Browinedl.,'7,,uperinten4leint of Schools, Detroit

AR-

More and more of the people in the city need to be

IES in large cites itre those which :irian
scinocls are in Large
from the fact that

More and more of the people in the city need to

cities and those which. r,c-iat,,2 -..ro the scho,,L li-

+find ways to have the perspective on the contem-

THE PROBLE1IS

F SCM )0L

braries and the service they. ran der.
1. Let me indicate sor.77. .A-ge city scr:to.ol problems.
(a) Overcoming an e;Icarionz.:..1 deficit and r .ormg
ahead at the same : : :me_

(b) Adjusting to a rinunging popuhation situation which includes the full ran= in ability
of people, bat an increasing percerrtage A those

needing specisi at:ention. plus at: increase in
the numbers of lower income

(c) Having a dec-reay.ing tax base and :eater
difficulty in emlist.ng community Jeader,Hp to

secure adequate support

(d) Meeting the pre,sures for imm.diate

racial
nation of school inadequacies related
discrimination.
(e) Maintaining the "common school " as important to a democratic society.
(f) Retraining school personnel to ketp Lp with
changing conditions.

(g) Modif:ing the h dministration of S,7h01711 systems so that sr fool employee organizattions
may contribute

to school and schiA em-

stimulated and motivated and encouraged to
improve'their capabilities.

porary which comes from reading.
More and more of the school staff need systennatdc
and thorough reeducation on their role in the citty
school community.

These are my conclusions. But what is the
attitude of these persons who live in the ciity

whose background of experience, activity, and
living conditions differs from mine? Do they
have the desire to change their ideas and attitudes? Do they want their children to have
the same values, the same perspectives, the same
desire to keep on learning that I think is important? Is the gap between their living and mine
one which I can bridge or they can bridge?
As I meet with individuals and groups in the
disadvantaged areas of the city, I continue to
be impressed with the universality with which
there is expressed the request or demand that
good quality, adequate schooling be made available now. The dissatisfaction with any less than
the best for their children now is the solid base
for improvement on which we can and must

ployee welfare.

build.

school employo-4 that will encourage a desire

2. There are special problen.s of city school libraries which in some instances make it possible

(h) Maintaining a public image of the job of
for their adequat, remuneration and provide
home reInforc,ment of schooling.

As I look at the city scene I conclude that-More and more of toe people in the city m.ed the
kir.d of eTportunrties and experiences witlich will
make

.1p

for d-liciencies in their

}Thr-,-,

and

to (in things not possible in smaller communities.

litre are a few problems I notice
(a) Library facilities in older school budldings.
(b) Adequate professional staffing and the use of
technizians or youth aides.
3

7111 3171,

#1,1-
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.e! The volume of pairchassing and book processing

(d)

leading to the use of (central ordering by data
processing. preparmatimn of catalog cards, and
mechanization in preparing books for schools.
Extension.. of sclwioi lilbrary hours and use for

circulating bowies.
(a)) Relation tm city lih(rary system.

(f)) Relation zo spaciesated audiovisual, museum,
and other servir-es
I g.) Inservice impr, tvvment of school librarians-

'Selection of tuooks to, serve the broader clientele. What criteria shall decide if a book belongs in s. school'. lihrrary?

These you will discuss and utilize yorde sempertise in moving to their solution. May i sug
gest that in your discussions you be realisstic
relating possible solutions to the total city seam
problems. Many of our problems would dimmn
ish if we had more money, more trained pension
nel, more space and books, and more comumunilty-

understanding of our problems. Our pr grass
will depend on our finding ways to operate with.

fewer dollars and fewer trained perscums im
terms of present standards in order to make
school libraries provide increased service.

Contributing to Solutions of
How School Library Supervisors of Three Cities Are
Educational Problems
NEW YORK CITY

Helen R. Sattley, Director, School Library Services, Board of Education

THE BIGNESS of metropolitan school systems is the factor most responsible for
administrative frustration in program planning.
In New York City with its five boroughs and
its more than a million public school children,
the division of much or the administrative responsibility has for many years been organized
through its breakdown into 25 school districts.
Each school district is in charge of an assistant
superintendent responsible for the elementary
and junior high school administration and the
implementation of curriculum in his district.
Senior high schools are under assistant superintendents located in the senior high school division at board of education headquarters. The
assistant superintendents in the field have a staff
of curriculum coordinators which has gradually
been expanding in the last 10-12 years to include
specialists in reading, mathematics, community
education, and since 1956, school libraries.
While implementation of curriculum is carried on in the field, the development and approval of curriculum come from headquarters.
The development of such curriculum takes, however, a two-way pathexperimentation is done
in the field; teachers from the Ileid are brought
in for preliminary discussions ; ,:ome are brought.
in to develop drafts of curriculum bulletin:, aec

this material is sent out into the field for discussion and experimentation. After all this
preparation, the bulletins are eventually
written. Final approval of publication must
come from headquarters, formerly from the

of the City of New York

board of education. now from the superintendent. After approval, the bulletins are printed.

For 5 or 6 years, there has been discussion
about greater decentralization. Studies have

been made and recommendations givet for such
decentralization of administration, curriculum,
ordering of supplies, and other services, but no
single plan has so far been adopted. What de-

centralization would' mean to offices like the
Bureau of Libraries raises many questions. At

the present time this Bureau, the Bureau of
Audiovisual Instruction, the Textbook Office,

and the Bureau of Curriculum Research are all
within the Division of Curriculum Development
under an associate superintendent. There is cooperation and coordination of these offices in
curriculum development and implementation.
Therefore, the library program is as a matter of
course a part of the curriculum. To be sure, it
is a matter of constant vigilance on the part of
the Bureau of Libraries to see that it is! But
it is.
If the curriculum were decentralized and each
school could teach what its own particular facu!ty wanted to teach, or if the city were divided

into several large districts, each quite autonomous, would there be several bureaus of library,
one each for such a district? Would there be
several cen:ers where book evaluations were
carried on and recorded instead of one? Would
the same reviewing be duplicated in the several
centers? Would there he a centralized cataloging center for each district? The questions go

6
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on and on. Many people feel, however, that
even though greater autonomy is given schools
and districts, such service centers as libraries
and audiovizaal instruction will remain central
services for the city as a whole.
As far as curriculum is concerned,, the mo-

bility of the student body, another large city

problem, is bound to call for some kind of overall city unit. F'Jr example, the Sequential Lcrels

of Reading Growth, developed by the Elementary Division in 1963, was intended in great part
to meet the needs of children who may attend
two, three, or four schools within one year and
to aid the teachers in schools where one-half the
student body will have changed by the end of
the school rear. Unless schools keep to some
continuity throughout the city, these children
and these schools will be continually repeating
what they have already learned or he leaving
great gaps of learning unteuched.
To turn again to the library setup within this

large city frameworkthe Bureau of Libraries
is headed by a director and since September
1963 has had an assistant director at each of the

three levels, senior high school. junior high
school, and elementary.

Our present plan

and the present budgetcall for 3 supervisors
under the assistant director, for senior high
schools, 3 for the junior high schools, and 4for

the elementary, plus 1 for the 400 and 600
schools which are the special schools. The
technical services department is headed by an
assistant director with a supervisor of technical services and one for central cataloging.
If we can have this staff, we can begin to provide the supervisory and consultant service we

want to have. Up to now, and even now. the

administrative and book selection responsibilitiesthe central integration of library work and
books with all parts of the curriculum, and a
tremendous building program in which we take

a very active parthave kept our supervisory
function curtailed. We feel this curtailment

is a very serious mistake, and believe that within
the next few years it will he corrected.
The supervision of elementary school libraries
has been more successful than at the other two
levels because we have had 25 district librarians,
one assigned to each of the superintendents in

the field. Since the Bureau has conducted an
inservice training program 2 days a month for

these -listrict librarians beginning in 1956, it
has been close to their w.:.,rk in the elementary
schools of their districts. They lave also served
the junior high schools, but since these schools
have had librarians and. until 1962, the elementary ones did not, it was to the elementary schools

that the district librarians gave their greatest

attention. Through district meetings of principals and assistant principals, through consul-

tation with individual school principals and
staff, and thro Jgh district meetings of the teachers in charge of the libraries, they have carried

the Bureau philosophy of good school library
Continually they have brought back

service.

to the Bureau ideas for modifications and

changes which have enriched the total city pro-

gram. The city schools new have 464 library
positions in their elementary schools, all but 11
having been added within the last 3 years.

The junior high school libraries, which formerly had a fixed schedule program, changed to
flexible scheduling in the fall of 1963. This
change has enabled the Bureau of Libraries and
the junior high school divisiOn to carry on a new

orientation program in the use of the library
which is revitalizing the library services in these
schools and helping them to become more meaningful to the total school program.
A central cataloging system has been added to

the Bureau in the last few years which eventually will make the catalog cards for all of the
elementary and junior high schools of the city.
The Bureau of Libraries publishes the School
Library Bulletin seven times during the school
year. This is a four-page bulletin which is distributed free of charge to all elementary ..d
junior high school classrooms. Five copies go
to each high school. Excerpts from and information about hooks, reproductions of book illustrations, bibliographies on special subjects
and articles on library matters are included in
this publication. It forms a bridge between the
headquarters' office and the schools.
This then, briefly, is the organization of one
large city school library system which has endeavored, through its structure, to meet some
of its "big city" problems.

PITTSBURGH

Agnes Krarup, Director, School Library Seruires. Pittsburgh Public Schools

PITTSBURGH, SchoolINaLibrary Services
is responsible for books, pamphlets, and

periodicals, while the separate Audiovisual

Department supplies nenbook materials. Textbooks, both basic and supplementary, are purchased by the Division of Curriculum and
Research and are handled in the school by the
book clerks. We have 101 school libraries: 22 in
our high schools. and 79 in our S9 e:ementary

This number may sound small: yet,
Pittsburgh unquestionably falls ;nto the large
urban category. We have all of The problems
that plague our largest cities with serne special
>art apeconomic ditIiculties of our fee
school...

proaches to the,e, problem: are r- t tt diffe'rent
from yours. We have team-teechi 11'4' on laree
scale, compensatory education. advanced placement, and television teaching. Over a millioe
dollars has been spent on education:11 projects
in our schools since 1959 either in diet -et rants
from foundations or in exeerimereed pre: rains
in cooperation with our universities. We are
now completely reorganizing our vecatieealoccupational and teeknie;11 eeet.e-ien: we ;0
looking toward an educatienal perk : we started
the Pittsburgh Schnlers Vrogrern at the 1_ fH;t h
are entrgrade in 15 centers this fall; and
pi:tri
1.1" oping the nr-t pikte..:. of
grading reading achievement.

While we face the vexing corn; :eatiens f a
city school system, we are still snail enoieh to
maintain easy commonicatien with erie another

at the ailministrative l\ d.

of superintendents prbi oireee

n

staff

reueberita

around -Ict, meets, no one feel; arty hihibitions
about :Teak ing

Our adminietrAtors encourcee wide xpre-,sion of opinion :Ad I have always theutht that
the Director of Seileot le:ht.:tee.; ha.: an ,deo,,ea..
:H an
tion to contrihute her thinking.
expert school !illy-ad:tr. has an overview of the
entire program within one ei,-,//e// an-1 re ire
than a spea king actriain,nm
liject in the currh 'dom. a (Erector (-I eel:
br7-iest ION ;in intorest in everything that gee;

on in a school systfm. So because I am both
into rested and vocal, I was invited about 4 years
ago to a mountain resort where a planning group
of eight free.: our staff spent the weekend considering with Dr. Alan Blackmer how our school

system might meet the needs cf the top 20
percent of our students. That was the begn-

ning of what is now called the Pittsburgh Schol-

ars Program. A year or two later I was in a'
group of about 20 ..11 thrash out what elements
stheeild he included in a complete program of
educational improvement for our city, and last

year I was again invited to participate in a

weekend retreat where decisions on our middle
school an-I on our 0-V-T (occupational, vocational. technical) schools were reached: What
1 am saying is that though the Director of School

Libraries is a specialist in her field, she is a

generalist in many facets of education, particusubjects of the et:rte.:Hum. She can
leriy
education bethelp s dve the problems V
es,ions. I
ti 'r if she is :ezioded
:loved, not
ar,, happy ti say that
,t.ght
down
only in the overall plet e
ele
of
three
the line to the point where I whit wrote the final plans for upere ling reading
.

'ment.

The-e plans are a little too lavish for full

implementation immediately, but we have
started. This fall our newly appointed story-

telier began her work with preschoolers and
parents of preschoolers in certain deprived
neighborhoods. An experiment in informal
reading at the kindergarten level will be tried
in lo solve dur; net the second semester and
extended in scope another year, if successful.
telt- biggest step and best hope at this minute
though, are our reading clinics. We are going
to :lave a completely equipped reading center

with three satellite reading clinics strategically
located to serve till schools.

When oor administrators invite me to think
with them at the citywide planning level, they
;ire not merely expecting that I shall contribute
t o t he discussig ; they are confident that I shall
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be a better Director of School Library Services.
As someone has said, "You do a better job as a
librarian if you know what everyone else is up
to." Stimulating as these activities have been,
they have occupied only a small portion of my
time ; the larger share is spent constantly trying

to raise the quality of our library services to
students and teachers. You need no reminding,

I am sure, that librarians day after day serve
and guide children whether deprived or favored.

Children, in turn, appease their own hungers
daily without fanfare at our library shelved.
We work also on a broad scale as we deliver
good library service to the support of experiments as well as of the regular program. Little
happens in education that is not reflected imme-

diately not only in our school libraries but in
public libtaries. If you could only know the

cries of dismay that are going up from one
end of this Nation to the other because curriculum related demands, like a tide, are submerging
the services that public libraries habitually give
to adults. Public librarians would like to be

able to satisfy both the students and adults,
but running as fast as they can, both school
and public librarians are hard put to keep up.
Let me select some examples of experiments

from Pittsburgh. This fall some 665 of our
eighth-grade students entered the 15 schools
designated as centers for the Pittsburgh Scholars Program. A school librarian was assigned
to work with the scholars curriculum committees this past summer. We now must buy from
a long list of adult social studies books for the
seven elementary schools and some of the eight
junior high schools. We are glad to do this,

although the newer programs soak up library
funds at a geotnetric rate of progression. We
must also supply advanced books in science and

mathematks, but it is in English that we are
perhaps going that one step farther. Our English supervisors want to break away from liter-'
ature anthologies, and we are in hearty agree-I
ment with this philosophy, expensive as it is for
us. We approve of the reading of whole books ;
we also like to see small group reading and discussion of trade books.
The curriculum committee wrote the kind of
course that uses whole books with the under-

standing that one novel or play or poetry collection would be bought as a core book for each
unit and that library services would supply the
group reading. We had set a precedent for this

in an experiment with the University of Pitts-,
burgh called the Curriculum Continuity Demonstration from which there have developed ungraded English classes'for superior students in
many high schools. These also called for group
reading. Library Services bought sets of four
copies of each title 3 years ago, and we have been

moving them from school library to library on
schedule, expecting the school librarian eventually to buy the needed duplicates from her
budget. We give extra sums to each school for
special courses but w, e shall probably be behind
for 5 yea.rs.

This year we are one of 28 centers where the
United States Office of Education fs financing
an experiment in reading. Twelve first-grade
classes will have no basic readers of any kind
not even single copies of different basic readers;
12 will work with the Scott Foresman readers
and all of their aids. Library Services will supply each classroom with 25 titles,. to be placed in

the school library at the end of the project.
One thing that becomes clear is.that when a
system is engaged in many experimental projects within a semester after the new content and
techniques have been introduced, the projects
are no longer within the selected classrooms or
schools. Other children want to be included in
the stimulating activities their friends describe;
teachers begin to assume that an experimental
technique is now the approved method. For
example, when teachers of our advanced placement classes in English began to ask their stu-'

dents to read critical materials froin several
sources on a single author as well as to read in
depth in their chosen author's 'works, teachers
in other grades adopted the same method and
book.; of this type were sucked from our library
shelves as if by a vacuum. This use is wonderful really, especially if curriculum directors support our requests for more book funds. The
19,000 volumes on the shelves of our Allderdice
High School Library could use a sudden infusion
right this minute of 200 or more books of critical

PROBLEMS OF URBAN EDUCATION AND SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICES

material. As it is, the library appears ahemic

to students who are not, in making this demand,
interested in how well we might meet this need
on some other subject or on some other day. To
them the shelves are bare when someone else
has taken out what they need. When young people come to us seeking critical material, we are
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not in the position of the farmer who could say
to the book salesman, "I've got a book."
Thus I have come to the point where school

libraries not only help solve the problems of

urban education but are, in their desperate need
for space, staff, and materials, one of the problems.

LOS ANGELES

Mrs. Mildred P. Frary, Supervisor in Charge, Library Section, Los Angeles City Schools
R. BROWNELL HAS DISCUSSED the
problems confronting school library supervisors in our very large cities. Los Angeles
is looking ahead with some assurance that many
of them will be solved through the centralized
services of our library section. We have been
fortunate in having the support and encouragement of our superintendents and our Board of
Education in developing these services. They
have allowed funds for personnel and special
equipment steadily over the years. When the
problem of volume went beyond what we were
physically able to handle, they understood and
financed the services of commercial firms to
catalog and process hooks. With something of
a library revolution in the air, we are concerned
as supervisors with the traditions and attitudes
of our librarians that must adjust to new services and rapid change.
The staff of our central office lives in a ferment of educational change. The library sec-,
tion is part of the Instructional Services Division. This division includes the curriculum
branch and other instructional materials services. This relationship allows us ease of c:-,mrnunication and district policy requires the
inclusion of one of our staff on curriculum councils and all curriculum committees. With many

special programs coming into being and State
and Federal funds creating larger and larger
orders, we feel a constant sense of urgency to
streamline library detail and move the books
into the schools.

When a centralized service is developed and
some of the procedures that prevent materials
from reaching 'schools in good time are overcome, the staff must take care that in moving
materials more rapidly and in changing procedures, it does not move its mountain into the
schools before the librarians understand what
is'happening. We haVe learned that before we
go into any new procedure, we have a longrange program of changing attitudes and calming fears. that, in removing some library tradition, the world will collapse. Our supervisors

have developed a sixth sense and have become
excellent at ferreting out some small detail that

might defeat the librarian in the school.
Some large concepts are of major concern
to us. They are familiar to all large city school
supervisors since they live at the top of this
ferment of change. In the past few years, we
have found that in order to meet the problems
Dr. Brownell has outlined, we have a sales job to

do with our librarians in the following areas.
The Concept of What a Library Is and Does

Our libraries are built on a standard plan that

is as difficult to turn off as the magic of the
sorcerer's apprentice. They are traditional in

housing all the library books in the school and
in circulating books. We have only one librarian
in each secondary school regardless of size and
it is very difficult for her to get out of her four

walls. New methods of teaching are pushing
out walls., introducing new kinds of materials,
extended days are preventing the librarian from
leaving the library safely locked behind her.
After one year of an extended-day program with
added staff, concern seemed to vanish. Our

next step is to move into an evening program

where we will find ourselves involved with students from other schools in our community and
adult education students.

The Concept of the Location of a Library
Our superintendent has asked that all new
libraries be planned with access to the street
and have facilities independent of the main
school plant. This plan will enable us-to open

libraries after school hours without opening the
entire school. The library will no longer be the
center of the school plant and students will not
stumble over it. The students will have to make
a point of going there and so the program
planned for their orientation and general use
:nest make the library attractive and necessary
to their academic life. Our librarians will have
to double .their efforts to work with teachers
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since this library will not necessarily be convenient to the day classes.

The Concept of Circulation of Library Books
The school librarian traditionally teaches a
student how to find a library book. She does not

simply hand it to him. All school librarians
live with the inner conviction that as long as

the books are housed in one central place where
she can keep an eye on them, they are safe from
theft and vandals. As the collections grow in
our old schools, we find that we do not have
enough shelving. Even if we could substantially
enlarge our libraries, we would not have enough
space, and access to books during the crowded
schoolday would not be ideal. Our supervisors
believe that remodeling libraries is not the only
answer. We know that we will have to duplicate materials to leave the central library intact,
and where necessary and possible, develop satellite collections or classroom collections to take
care of immediate and special needs.
Additional staff will be needed to handle this
program efficiently. We are reasonably sure
that multiple copies of assigned material will
solve some of our problems with the public library. In addition to convincing the librarians
that better service might be achieved by decentralizing collections, we have to plan teacher
education in relation to such a project. We need
to evaluate our circulation procedures to make
certain that we arc not limiting students' access
to books. The slow reader really needs the hook
put into his hands. The day may come when a
student will order a book from his classroom and
it will be delivered to him there. I have received
only raised eyebrows at the mention of this possibility. I believe that anything can happen in
view of the volume of students and hooks we will
have to manage in the future.

The Librarian's Concept of Her Work
Librarians graduate from library school with
a vision of a standard library where all children
read and the building is perfect. Our supervisors find that they must soften the shock of
those who must take assignments that seem less
than perfect. They have to instill in them a kind
of missionary spirit that will make their work
T91 :117
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with "difficult" students and "d .fficult" schools
effective. Although we have studied book selection for all kinds of students, we have just
begun to understand ways of working with disadvantaged and transient youth, racial minorities, and students who cannot read. All of these
need librarians with enthusiasm and imagination and a depth of understanding. I do not
librarian who feels he cannot
really blame
handle this type of position. I can only hope
that our best. -brarians will want to give it a
try.
Concept of Aulonuition
Someone has given rue a card saying, "Automation is here to stay. Are you?" Like other
librarians who feel comfort in an orderly step by -step routine that can be carefully revised, I
feel that eventually I will be swallowed up by
-a machine. Data processing is solving the problem of ordering books for us. All of our volume
orders are now on IBM and it has eliminated
much of what the typewriter and the adding machine used to do for us in a pedestrian sort of
way. Since the machines can devour more, we
can place larger orders. We have added staff
to do longer order lists. With longer lists and
more money, the one librarian in the school has
reached a limit to wise book selection without
professional help. It is possible for our own
efficiency to demand too much of a school. Initially, the librarians showed reluctance in the
physical handling of IBM cards. Some could

not trust a clerk to mark the cards for mark

sensing. Others continued to type out records of
orders although an IBM confirmation arrived in
due time. IBM has not reduced our staff. It
has eliminated the need for unskilled positions
and increased the need for skilled clerks and
librarians. There is 7, supervision of staff and
more supervision of ri. utines and projects.
We have learned that IBM has limitations and
that we could be using dated methods unless we
constantly evaluate each step. Our next step
is to work with the -strict's computer. Our
answer to storing our 1 7isiness information may
be tape. Th:s gives an entirely new image of
a catalog department. The catalog department
is already tisner the IBM 870 Document Writing
System for the reproduction of stencils and for

12
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original catalog cards. This system allows easy
reproduction of a set of cards for an individual
school. One of the most difficult operations for
a large central service is the handling of a single
title for a single school. Once a book has been

cataloged, a set of punched cards carries the
information that reproduced the standard traditional catalog cards and shelfiist cards on three
slave typewriters.

The "Do-It-Yourself" Concept

Centralized services are designed to relieve
the librarian in the school from routines which
would take time from her work with children
and teachers. There is a point where the centralized service can become a bottleneck. Budget increases, State and Federal funding of programs involving books, and many new libraries

created peak times for us that threatened to
erase the benefit of our services. We order and
catalog for all levels and process for the elementary schools. As our volume grew, we
turned to commercial services for some of our
orders. The trials proved successful and we
contract for cataloging and processing for the
colleges and processing for the elementary and
secondary schools.

The-secondary school librarians were not all

in favor of relinquishing the opportunity to

process their own books. Not all of our schools
have able student assistants or lull-time clerical help. Even if some did, we felt that their
time could be better spent. We know some
schools are reprocessing and others are typing
all new book cards because the commercial ones
are white and not pink. We are learning to face
the tasks we cannot do economically ourselves,

and we really do not want to add endless staff
and buildings to handle a job done efficiently
commercially.

These are concerns that are familiar to city
school library supervisors and mentioning them

may be personal therapy rather than a step toward solving our problems. The supervisors in
our library section feel that there are answers
to our problems if we move carefully and are
willing to give up some traditional routines that
may not mean very much in relation to the importance of getting books to children and young
people. Once we are convinced that a new procedure is good, we call in a representative, and
preferably outspoken, group of our librarians
and ask their opinions. If the decision is to go
ahead with the procedure, then we consider the

attitudes of all 121 of our librarians and try
to help them adjust to new ways and new think-

ing. The end result is the union of the student

and the bookat the right time.

II. Interrelating Curriculum and School Libr4ry Supervision in Large Cities

Principles of Interrelating Curriculum and School Library Supervision
Elenora Alexander, Director of Instructional Materials Service, and Alberta Baines,
Assistant Superintendent, Houston Independent School District

THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES for success-

school

fully interrelating curriculum and
library supervision, as set forth here, are formulated on the premise that the primary ob-

jective of school library supervision is the
improvement of instruction.

Following is a

statement of these principles.

Channels of communication are kept open

between the school library supervisor and
others responsible for the development, pro-

duction, and implementation of the curriculum.
When information flows freely among those
concerned with curriculum, a climate favorable
to interrelating ciurriculum and school library
supervision is created. The responsibility for
keeping these channels open must be shared

jointly by the supervisor of libraries and the
curriculum director. Neither can abrogate his
obligations in this area without choking off the
free flow of interaction which is vital to the
understanding, the cooperative "planning, and

the completion of the assigned tasks.
With the explosion of knowledge since World
War II, completely new courses or radically
changed courses are evol ing in each acadeinic
area and new courses demand new materials.
When channels of communications are closed,
vital new materials are not in place when needed

and other valuable new materials which pour
into the library center and the individual school
library may never be used. Therefore, this
principle is basic to all other principles which
follow.

The school library supervisor participates
actively in curriculum development.
The school library supervisor or his representative is a member of curriculum committees
and shares in the responsibility of these committees. As a member of the team he assists in

the research necessary before the basic philosophy of the curriculum can be formulated.
Because he is aware of proposals under con-

sideration, he begins assembling and bringing
literature on the subject to the attention of the
group. And since all publications cross his desk
on their way to the school system's professional
library collection, he is in a position to initiate
discussion of innovations about which he has
read in current educational books and periodicals.

The school library supervisor encourages the
library staff to assume leadership in the development and interpretation of the curriculum
in the local school.
Since the school library supervisor is responsible for the performance of school librarians,
one of his major roles is to develop their skills
for functioning in curriculum in individual
schools, just as he himself functions at the administrative level. The school library supervisor calls upon the curriculum staff to assist
him in developing the leadership ability of the
school librarian. This leadership role of the
school librarian is often overlooked by the librarian, as well as by the individual school faculty. When the librarian fails to fulfill this
15
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important function in the individual .school,
curriculum development and implementation
are less effective.

The school librar:, supervisor works closely
with subject matter and grade level directors
and supervisors in order to provide for a mutual interaction of respective programs.
In a large system, with many supervisors
working with different grade levels and subject areas, it is imperative that the supervi:-)r
of libraries work closely
'each supervisor.
These two areas of super
are really two
sides of the coin. The grade and subject super-

visors determine the goals of the course, the
units to be covered, and the teaching techniques
to be employed, while the library supery or Incates the materials and id ,..ntifies the research
skills which will enable the goals to be reached.
Frequent conferences witl.. coworkers and attendance at their respeuiv, meetings with
principals and teachers are venicle.s for the e2cchange of ideas and object:. es. The knowledge
gained in these encounters in turn transmitted

to school librarians on
one hand and to
teachers on the other so hat common understandings are reached at 1:ie school a. well as
1

at the administrative level.

The school library supervisor serves as a re-

source person in the use of materials. in the
development of library skills, and in other
areas of competence.
His special library education, his advanced
study in curriculum development and educational administration and supenision, and his
familiarity with library materials. both in the
traditional and newer media.

the library
supervisor for this respc nsii
His experience as a school lihrztrEan
a teacher
add to his broad understand
materials and their use. II,r. the supervisor and his colleagues in II-T.:cilium often
.

overlook the fact that the liOrar-- supervisor may
well have other competencies .,int7.r he usually
has had many other experi,...vs. He presumably had an undergraduat.- ::a.jor in a --ert'nent field, or he may have .. hobby
is

pertinent to the work at ham.:. c,r he rrt:,..y
an experienced traveler. Wil;.te\--r his back-

ground, education, or expw,'A.nce, he should be
expected to serve as a resui.s.roe person in other
areas as well as specifically _in library services.

A central materials collection is available
for use by curriculum committees and supervisory staff.
A central collection of instructional materials
available to curriculum committees is vital to
the development of each course of study. The
foundation of sound curriculum development is
an extensive collection of educational materials
carefully selected to serve the purposes advocated by those charged with the responsibility
of curriculum design. The central materials collection contains professional literature which
curriculum committees and supervisors consult
in order to gain insight into and understanding
of curriculum issues. Resources for the learner
which can be incorporativ' :nto the educational
program are also a partd.,,, ale c-ottral materials
collection. Accessibility wf resources for the

learner is often a determr:zing factor in whether
or not they are included _in courses of study or
rought to the attention of teachers im meetings
with their supervisors a the occasion requires.
The collection of these I ducational materials
cannot be left to chance. The school library
supervisor must be charged with the responsibility of examining, screening, selecting, and pur-

chasing the materials which most adequately
fulfill the purposes which each course is designed
to meet.

Individual school library collections and
services provide comprehensive support to the
curriculum.
The central collection of materials is essential
to the building of the curriculum, but even more
essential is the. individual school library. To
base units of instruction on certain materials
which are no- immediately available to the pu-

pils in the classroom is to negate the careful
planning of tree central committee. It is not
enough for the books mentioned to be available
somewhere in the district ; they must be in the
building where they can be utilized when needed.

Individual school collections should be in a
ventral library, rather than in room libraries.
tio individual classroom can house the many
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volumes of bool," required for a basic collection.
Because the in idu-d teacher is not prepared
Aleetion, the school lito develop an

brarian must
the direction
As soon as
comes

aware,

this responsibility under
perPiisor.

htitrary supervisor becontemplated curriculum
ie school librarians. With

changes, he
their assistance he makes provision for the inclusion of appropriate new materials in the individual school libraries prior to the time they
will be needed to cover new topics being intro-

duced. new knowledge gained, and new ap-

Equally important is the
withdrawal of oi:t-of-date materials and those
which advocate th, pis of instruction no longer
favored.
proaches in teaching.

The school library supervisor works with
school librarians, teachers, principals, other administrators, pupils, and parents in developing
wider and more effective use of materials.
Developing a rich xperient:.31 curriculum is
the initia step toward a vital i'lassroom experience for children and youth. To fully implement the basic purposes, all 7,rofessional personnel. as well as parents, should be oritnted to
the purposes, the philosophy, and the point of
view of the new or revised courses. Pa et. of the
orientation is assisting librarians, teachers,
principals, other administrators, parents, and
the pupils themselves to use the school library
collection more effective.y. If the new curriculum is based on an extensive collection of carefully selected materials. then it is imperative
that the collection have wide circulation at the
appropriate time and at the appropriate grade
levels. The library supervisor initiates the activities that will not only acquaint school personnel, parents, and pupils with the collection
but will encourage more extensive use in relation
to the stated purpose of the curriculum.
Classroom visits are made by the school library supervisor in addition to visits to the
school library.
Classroom visitation is one of the activities
through which the school library superv:,or can
demonstrate his interest in more creative use
of the school library. The degree to which ma-
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terials are contributing to classroom experiences
can be evaluated by observing student performance in the classroom. These visits also enable
the school library supervisor to determine what
resources and skills are required in achieving
classroom objectives. In the first place, he will
find some classes using familiar materials and
techniques in a new way. For these pupils and
their teacher he offers encouragement and
praise. In other classes he will find lackadaisical
interest in what should be exciting materials.
For them the supervisor has suggestions for
better use of materials. He may discover activ-

ities that should be shared districtwide or he
may find deficiencies which require inservice
education for teachers and librarians. The supervisor may wish to demonstrate skills in the
claw oom or library which will assist the local
staff in improving services to meet the local
conditions.

Subject and grade-level supervisors work in
coordination with individual school librarians
for proficient use of library materials in individual classrooms.
Implementation of the curriculum is the task
of the individual teacher under the direction of
the subject or grade-level supervisor. To augme:a :assr,-tom experiences appropriate to the
units taught, the subject-matter supervisor
rntHt work coordinately and cooperatively with
the school librarian and the individual teacher.

study include provision for
the use of appropriate research tools and
(Courses of

techniques.
The explosion of knowledge is as characteristic of late 20th century as the population explosi, ,n. No child now in school can learn all the
information he will need to live and work in the
foreseeable future. Much of the information
Aich will be needed as he enters his chosen

career is not now known. What can the cur -

provide that will be of permanent value?
Emphasis at each grade level and in each subject
ri

area must be on the tools of research and the
skills and techniques of their use. The pupil
must learn certain basic facts and information,
but the emphasis should not be on memorizing
facts.

Rather it should be on where and how to
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fitui Lor desired information. It is no longer

practical to have separate library iessons to

learn how to use the library and then to have a

subject-matter teacher bring a group to the
library to do research for reports. The writing
of the report should be the method for teaching
the use of the library. To that end. the basic
tools and techniques of research nit.L4t be included in every curriculum guide mad must be
taught jointly by the teacher and the librarian.
The tendency to view use of the library and of
materials other than the textbook as extracurricular is likely to preVail unless these tools and
techniques are woven into courses of study as
essentials in the teaching of the subject. The
school library supervisor, when conferring with
writers of curriculum bulletins, points out appropriate places for the inclusion of lists of pertinent resources and the practical application of
skills in logical sequence. This practice does not
preclude a separate- curriculum bullet in designed
to develop library skills and techniques throughout the grades.
e one tillrplenmiits the other.

The relationAhip, of the school library to the
instructional program is clearly demonstrated.
The school
ry shook6 be an extension of
..t! classroom. Observation lessons can show
11..,w teachers and librarians work together in
developing student interest in books, in providing for individua' differences, in teaching
library skills. and in helping studen-.4 to gather

information for individual or gr ,up assignments for a unit or
Presentations made
jointly by teachers. ::Inarians, and principals
in vorkshops or
ides can illustrate the objeettves of the
period, including classromm preparL!ion Io the library period, what
happen-; during th,-.! Ihrary period. ar..1 the fol-

low p :n the claF.-rm. Other top:es which
can be discussed in

ner an
understanding of
rol^ of the scF, .1 library
as i- relates to the cu -riculum are the relationship of the library
i:,,_reading program, the
.-;e meetings to

use of the school library in extending classroom
instruction, and various ways of developing appreciation for poetry and other forms of literature. Inservice telecasts devoted to any of the
foregoing topics, when viewed and followed by

discussion during a faculty building meeting,
tend to increase understanding on a broader
scale.

Continuous research projects are undertaken
to develop more effective techniques in the use
of materials and library facilities in improving
instruction.
In a forward-looking school system, research
projects for the improvement of instruction are
continually underway. It is to be expected that
research projects will be undertaken to improve

present practices in relating the library to instruction, to discover new techniques, and to
use other techniques and practices in a new way.

Studies can be undertaken in a few schools to
determine what effect the use of instructional
materials and the school library have on instruction. If the results of such stu..-Ees are favorable, efforts will be made to extend the programs
to all other schools in the system. For example,
a program might be designed for a limited number of schools to show the relationship between

the independent reading of library books and
the growth in reading achievement of underachievers in the second grade. If this research
project demonstrates that pupils reading independently made marked progress, other schools
will be encouraged to try an independent reading, program.

The interrelation of curriculum and school
library supervision is the responsibility of both

the curriculum director and the supervisor of
library services. Mutual respect for the competencies of the members of each staff promotes

the sharing of ideas, materials, resources, and
pertinent experiences. These statements of
principles are an attempt to foster this cooperative effort.

Administrative Patterns Conducive to Sustained Cooperation Betueen Supervisors
of Curriculum and Libraries in the School District of Philadelphia
Charge of Junior High School
Clayton E. Buell, Assistant to the Associate Superintendent in
Curriculum, School District of Philadelphia

THERE MUST BE very close relationship between administrative patterns and
the problems that they are designed to solve.
The problems. in turn, are usually rooted in
historical procedures and backgrounds.
I will describe administrative patterns that

we used recently in Philadelphia to reduce problems on the use of school libraries for curriculum
purpose.,. The local curriculum-library problem in 1ur junior high ,;(11p;Is was based directly in preedures of long standing. There
was a ver:, limited amount ipf money provided
for library ,00ks with a resulting lack of books

in the libra ries and a lack of use of school libraries by teachers for curriculum purposes.

various subjects were not able to
Teachers
make full uste of the libraries with their classei
because of the practice of 'ItecIti ling all seventh grade classes to the librarian once a week for a
term, for library orientation purposes. In ef-

fect, this practice closed the library to use by
teacher, with their classes many periods per
week because' the librarian had full responsibility (haring- these periods for teaching orientation lessons to the seventh-grade classes. Recently, this practice of scheduling classes to the
librarian was changed by administrative directive, and libraries were opened up to the teaching of different subjects in this special-purpose
room. Now the subject teacher and the librarian can work together in using the library and
its resources to teach subject matter in a more
effective manner.

Because the scheduling of classes to the li-

brarian in the past resulted in restricted use
of the library by classes with their teachers.
7917317 0-

.

teachers did not learn from experience the full
potential of the library for curriculum purposes.
Thus the major function of the school library
supporting the curriculum 'was curtailed.
This was the background against which administrative patterns were designed recently
to encourage leachers and librarians to make
better use of the library in the teaching of the
curriculum. Three problems emerge that must
be given attention: (1) How should books that
relate closely to the curriculum be selected? (2)
How can the best books be purchased and placed
on library shelves? (3) How can teachers be
helped to accept responsibility for getting the
books used by their pupils?

Problem 1. How should books that relate

closely to the curriculum be selected?
The logical group to oversee the selection of
library books that relate to a curriculum is the
committee that developed that curriculum.
Consequently, committee members and librarians are asked to work together to compile a
selected list of books.

For example, in a recent course of study,
Geography of the Eastern Hemisphere, for use
in Philadelphia seventh grades, library books
that related to the work being studied were
placed at the end of each topic in the guide.
Thus teachers were given a bibliography of good
library books that could be used to enrich the
material being studied by the pupils.
As another example, the list of library books

for collateral reading in junior high school

English was compiled by a small subcommittee

of two librarians, four teachers, and a vice
19
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principal, serving under the direction of the
overall curriculum committee in English. This
subcommittee read hundreds of books very carefully and compiled a bibliography containing
good books that would not give offense to any
group of pupils. The list was balanced along
different lines: boy-girl ; high-medium-low reading levels ; adventure, romance, animal, spurts,

biography, poetry, and other categories.
The titles of library books listed in courses
of study were designed to make the subject more
teachable. These lists inform teachers which

library books relate closely to what they are
teaching in each unit. Thus teachers (,to encourage pupils to read selected books. But
teachers must be assured that these books are
available in the school library.
Problem 2. How can the right books be purchased and placed on the library shelves?
Librarians must be encouraged to purchase

books that relate to the curriculum. An allotment of additional money was given recently for

Problem 3. How can teachers be helped to ac-

cept responsibility for getting the books
used by their pupils?
At meetings of all junior high schocl principals the importance of getting teachers to make
proper use of the library was stressed.
A Guide to the Teaching of Social Studies for
use of all junior high school teachers of social

studies stresses the proper use of the' library
by teachers and their classe#. Here the emphasis was placed on the teaching of social studies

in the library so that the special resources of
the library can be used in teaching the subject.
Suggestions are given in this publication on
how the library may be used effectively in other
ways as well. Library orientation may be accomplished through the teaching of social studies

material when the teacher and librarian work
together.
For teachers of all other subjects, a pamphlet
called Choosing Appropriate Techniques places

a similar emphasis on the function of the library and the various uses all teachers in the

the purchase of library books that would help
in the teaching of several courses of study. To
insure that this money would be spent as in-

school might make of it with their classes. This
publication will be studied by all teachers in all
junior high schools (Hiring the current year.

containing all titles that were selected by the
committees mentioned above. This special
requisition served
limit these purchases to
books that correlate with the course.
An annotated bibliography was provided to

*

tended, a special requisition form was prepared,

each librarian to guide in the selection of books
for their library. Each school then chose books

from the list. Thus librarians provided the

books that teachers were likely to use in enrichment activities wit :1 their pupils.

These are the steps that have been taken with

several courses of study in the junior high
schools of Philadelphia. Both teachers and librarians were involved in the plan to make the
library more effective in curriculum work. The

patterns devised by the administration served
to reduce the problem that existed because of
past procedures by giving genuine help to both
teachers and librarians.

Dorothy P. Nassau, Director of Libraries, School District of Philadelphia

jF THE FIVE ASSOCIATE superintendents in the School District of Philadelpnia,
three concerned with the library program are
those in charge of elementary education, second-

ary education, and curriculum. In the division of libraries, the school library super-

visors are directly responsible to the associate
in charge of secondary education. However,
when it is a question of personnel or book funds

for the elementary schools, the school library
supervisors deal with the elementary school office. Our liaison with the curriculum office is
through the three assistants, one for each level
of the school system. The chain of command,
therefore, is both direct and indirect, both vertical and horizontal.
There is no written policy regarding cooperative practices for all these lines; perhaps there
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7. The school library supervisors speak at
faculty meetings; work with department heads
in schools and speak at department meetings;
organize book fairs in schools, with the cooperation of other areas of instruction.
Cooperative Practices
R. Our supervisors also work on television
corriprograms, presenting books for review. These
1 There is library representation on
of
the
boobs are selected from the official collateral
culam committees both to see that use
and
to
reading list.
library as a teaching tool is mentioned
help with enrichment bibliographies.
9. Our book selection, in the broadest sense,
involves cooperation with curriculum. Books,
2. The library supervisors work with subjectin general, are chosen because of curriculum
area supervisors in the schools to help with maenrichment. The book review committee at the
terial for resource units.
elementary level always has members who are
1 All new courses of study are sent to the specialists in various fields, such as science, sodivision even though division personnel may cial studies, and always has at least one reprenot have been directly involved in the writing.
sentative from an elementary school with
The library supervisors then urge the librarians veventh and eighth grades.
to purchase the books listed in the guides and
10. The central cataloging department is
to buy other enrichment material.
compiling its own list of subject headings to
4. The curriculum office sends the librarians
in with the curriculum. A committee workthe bibliography pages from a new course of tie
ing on this is composed of elementary and secstudy before it is ready for distribution to the
ondary school library supervisors and junior
teachers so that the librarian may have the high school librarians. Later, these headings
books on hand when the course is started.
will be submitted to representatives of the
the
profes5; The curriculum office notifies
junior high school curriculum for comments.
sional library when courses are to be revised,
11. The teachers in the junior high schools
or new ones written, so that we may order mabrings their classes to the library for orientation
terial for the committee to use.
or a specific lesson, because the libraries are the
6. The division of libraries always asks the
rooms best equipped for library instruction,
chairman of a :iew course of study to introduce
and the teacher always accompanies classes
The
library
librarians.
when they come to the library.
it at a meeting of the
supervisors also ask directors of the various
12. The division of audiovisual and museum
divisions to meet with them to discuss their education
asks us to review any film relating to
programs.
library
practice
which they consider ordering
Mr. Buell, assistant in charge of junior high
for circulation to the schools.
school curriculum, managed to get a large sum
13. The superintendent's staff meetings can
of money for books to supplement four new
also
provide means of cooperation. The meetcourses. He then caUed a meeting of the librarings
are attended by all the principals, superians to explain requisitions for these books.
visors, and administrators and, thus, offer an
Our central cataloging department will supply
excellent opportunity for the initiation of any
all the catalog cards for these books. We may
specific idea. Information presented leads to
obtain extra personnel through the division of
questions and opens up new areas of service.
commercial and distributive education's work14. The universities-related program at the
experience program (or the antipoverty bill) to
elementary level is an exciting one. In one secaid with the processing in the schools. We have
tion of the city the higher educational institubeen working with that division for almost a
tions have a very close relationship to the school,
year to provide one library page for each secproviding a coordinator and offering financial
ondary school for 3 !ours a day.

should be. However, there is a great deal of
communication and cooperation, And I shall cite
some of the practices which arc in operation.

all.
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this program the literature collaborator will
use the library collection for the literature program. The multimedia appro:tch is corning into
existence in these schools. Committees of subject specialists, classroom teacher-4. librarian
and supervisor work on a unit. Our elementary
supervisor prepares lists of resource., and bibliographies, When a unit has been written, introduced, and completed, a colt: iS sent t I) the
central professional library and to the curricuhim office so that it may be .1y:di:tide for citywide use.
IS Our secondary .-zopervi.,or, as member of
the conin !tee for the tir
coursit of
sn'dY, is workimr wit h Milt' Schi.o, and it.., iii i'ariau to set up a sanitdt vent ical
mate? !;,I that 1%i11
:tfor
Sehook
t he city.
16. A COMTIlittoe 01 H
I (!llc:it ii n
has rt.,cently published
report :oil ree,,mffien,lations
winfiiHtlittiih:tri,.n in t
schotd....
"

1\
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Subcon.mittees on sites, curriculum, and teacher

trainin/ not with representatives of all city
f,k,Aring to be heard. The final report
entains recommendations that our school libraries should meet State and national stand-

ards.
*

*

*

The liiirary should relate very closely to the
Most of our library activities do,
although there are some library services and
some book titles that are noncurriculum related,
such as those concerned with recreational and
general reading, hobbies, and special interests.
The examples mentioned above show that we
have some establish 'd practices in interrelating school libraries with curriculum. It is my
belief that, with our new superintendent and
the increased interest in school libraries, we
shall lie able to find new and more numerous
methods of cooperation, whether these be incorporated in written statements, or continue to
hi indirectly initiated by interested persons.
curriculum.

III. School Library Services for Culturally Deprived Children and Youth in
Large Cities

Educational Problems of Culturally Deprived Children and Youth
Carl Marburger, Special Assistant to the Commissioner for Disadvantaged Youth,
Office of Education

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH,

alienated

adults, and children with limited back-

grounds are certainly not a contemporary phenomenon. They were, however, until the 1910's,

dispersed throughout the rural areas of the

country- or living in ghettos small enough or insignificant enough so that they could be and
were effectively overlooked or ignored. World
War II with its fantastic manpower demands
and subsequent automation of agriculture drastically modified that condition. The ebb and
flow of the rootless which began during the depression swelled to become a major population
shift as rural families by the thousands congregated in the large Cities. By 1950, 1 child in 10
in those great cities was considered to be a child
with limited background. By 1960, this figure
had grown to one in three and the projection for
1970 is that one child in two will bring varying
degrees of disabling disadvantage to the school.
Who are these disadvantaged? They are the
millions of Americans who have been systemati-

cally deprived of equal educational, economic

tion, marketable skills, education, and experience.

In such families are parents who have high
aspirations for their children or they are parents
who are oblivious to educational opportunities
when they do exist. Typically, their children
are not enrolled in kindergarten. They miss
this vital preparation as well as most of the preschool experiences which are common in the
middle-class home. The youth from these homes
are children who all too often reflect:
Indifference to responsibility

Nonpurposeful activity
Poor health habits
Inadequate communication skills

Limited experience of the sort expected by the

schoolresponsibility, meaningful independence,
contact with social cultural, political ideas, and
institutions
Little mastery of reading skills
A failure synt:rome resultant from apathy, poor
adult models, community and neighborhood in-

differencesa total experience which offers no
precedent for success.

The lacks of these children and youth are re-

and civic opportunities, by discrimination, prejudice, exploitation, and by a growing indifference to social responsibility to our democratic

flected in schools by

who have congregated in the inner cities of our
great cities. They are the millions of Americans
struggling for existence in the rural a ptas of the
country. They are the nivisible Poor "" in
Dwight MacDonald's terms, those on whom both
times and good years have no effect. Constant
depression is their lot. They are the families
in which always exists the common denominator
of not enough"not enough income. informa-

high failure rates

society. They are the millions of Americans

Lower achievement rates

Lower intelligence test scores (not innate intelligence or latent potential but scores)
Poor attendance
High incidence of behavior difficulties
High dropout rates

As a consequence, these youth have poor employment skills and potential, limited motivation toward and understanding of civic responsibility, and high incidence of dependent citizenry
or marginal earning capacity.
25
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In recognition of these facts, the superintendents and board of education members of the 14
largest cities, with financial support from the
Ford Foundation, began a series of demonstration projects, on the hypothesis that tint' problems of disadvantaged youth can be of

With this philosophical base, many cities are
evolving programs which are designed to meet

and economically solved by :

practices indicate recognition of those problems

brings to bear upon them the force of a humanitarian philosophy.'

the educational problems of disadvantaged
children and youth. Some of these promising

and some potential directions for large city
school systemsorganization and curricular
modifications; examination of the role of the

Development of a program of education adapted to
the needs of these children
Modifications in the organizational patterns within
the school

Proper selection and utilization of personnel
Improved utilization of instructional equipment and
mat,
Involedi.

Os

it of parents of the community in the
tonal program

Crucial to the success of such programs is the

commitment of the educators to face realistically the mid-20th century problems of education, not by avoiding them in fortress administration and fortress classrooms, but by direct attack upon all conditions that impii.ge upon and
delimit the success of children in school. Harold
Taylor staff, this approach unequivocally in discussing the education of the whole child:

school ; intensive inservice and preservice education of teachers in working with the culturally
disadvantaged ; preschool programs ; parent involvement, and school service in the evening;
special reading instruction, and enrichment and
remedial programs.
Both prevention and remediation are a part
of each program, with prevention the dominant
theme throughout. Preventive approaches are
relatively inexpensive, in the long run, and far
more effective, efficient, and human. Rehabilitation, attempting to give each youth what heproperly needed as a child, is expensive in every

way and leaves too much undone and unre-

Tho educator rni_st go to the root of the matter,
:1 he must deal with the whole child. The root
i- in the social and economic conditions in which
the child exists. The educator must deal bluntly
with those who support the residential segregation
of the colored people and the poor. lie must fight

paired. Eventually we should gear our school
systems so that the need for rehabilitation is as
rare as the presence of preventives is today.
Each school system needs to have a commit-

pens:: of the children. lIe must think of edueati.)o
as a total process, in which the conditions of society

nized the need for compensation in the form of a

those who wish to profit in real estate at the ex-

(I( 'ply affect the child's mind, the level of his
achievement, and the iange of his possibilities. The
curriculum, the classroom, the guidance office are in-

struments for dealing with one part of the child's
life. But they do not and cannot function in a
social vacuum.

Nor is it permissible any longer to say that the
social environment of the child is not the problem

of the educator, that it belongs to city planners,
social workepi economists, housing experts, or society. It bcClong; to everyone, but most of all to
the educator. The educator is not a personnel
manager, an administrator, an organization man,
although his work involves organizing. managing,
and administering. Ile is a social and intellectual

ment to the principle of compensatory education. Educators and citizens have long recog-

different and additive educational experience
for the physically and emotionally disadvantaged youth. Only recently, however, has such
compensation been sought for those youth who
have less opportunity to successfully complete
school because of cultural, experiential or economic limitations. Many programs have been
designed to compensate for the lacks in the lives
of such youth. This compensation, plus courageous educational leadership and new ways of

creatively facing the issues of today and tomorrow, can enable us to begin to eliminate
disadvantage through education.

leader, and he begin; to exercise his leadership

when he recognize.; the conditions of his Fociety and

H.

lisreld Taylor. "The Wlinle Child: A Fresh Look." Saturday
Ictr,
negi inn Nupplement, December Di. 19 1, pp. 42-43.

Language Problems as They Relate to Improving Reading Habits of the
Disadvantaged
Warren G. Cutts, Specialist, Reading, Office of Education

CONCERN throughout our land for the culturally and educationally disadvantaged
is mounting daily and is being expressed in a
variety of ways. Yet, in no other area of human
growth and development is this concern more
keenly needed than in language development
both oral and written. The necessity for overcoming language problems of the disadvantaged
should be readily apparent to every thoughtful
educator, since the inability to express oneself

and t( -nderstand the ideas expressed in the
speech and writings of others is the greatest
barrier to success in school. It is also one of
the greatest handicaps to leading a useful, productive life in a modern society.
For these reasons, a major problem in large
cities throughout the United States is to discover

ways to help culturally and educationally deprived children to acquire more adequate communication skills. (Not that they cannot talk
to one another.), They have developed their own
substandard English to an almost enviable degree of proficiency. In fact, they use it quite

often as a means of preventing us from invading
their privacy; sometimes as an expression of
the burning resentment they feel. toward outsiders. We see this in the Pidgin English of
Hawaii, in the "scat" lang-teere of Cleveland's
Hough community, and in the broken English
and Spanish of Harlem's P'ierto Rican colony.
Sympathetic understanding is required if we

are to deal adequately with the linguistic and
emotional needs of culturally different youth.
S,ich understanding can come only through direct contact with these boys and girls; and, it is
obvious that our teacher-preparation programs

have been grossly inadequate on this score in
preparing teachers to work in slum schools. I
am confident that the same unfortunate commentary is true for school librarians. We must
understand that children from Negro, Puerto
Rican, Indian, and Mexican families are not devoid of culture just because their culture is different. All children, whether white, brown,
black, or tan, come to us with something even
though they may have no books and though they
may lack some of the cultural elements which
we have come to regard as essential in our middle class society.

Successful programs for- the disadvantaged
have typically involved enrichment of environmental background, utilization of specially prepared materials, smaller classes, and additional
teacher personnel. Dr. Brownell is a realist and
one of our most respected administrators, but
I was just a little disappointed to hear him close
his splendid address yesterday on a somewhat
negative notetelling us in effect that we must
not only make do with what we have, but that
we must also be prepared to do an even better
job with even less financial support. T. would
readily agree that we may not always be doing
our best in every case, but I am also confident
that if we are going to eliminate the problems
perpetuated by slum schools we must be prepared to expend far more for education than
we have ever done before.

It i; my sincere belief, however, that much
eon be done with what we already have. In my
opinion, nothing in education is quite so important as the individual teacher, and the same
27
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comment applies to the individual librarian.
Spend a day with me in a Cleveland school. I
can take you tq. classrooms where slum kids are
responding like scholars under the magic touch
of masterful teaching and where the same young
people in the very next class degenerate into a
snarling, noisy mob, not even remotely resembling the attentive group observed a few minutes
earlier.
What can the school librarian do about the

language needs of disadvantaged children?
How can she join hands with the classroom
teacher in meeting and relieving this problem?
First, she can make the library the most attractive, the most inviting room in the school. The
school library should be a place where every
pupil feels welcome. He must see it as a place
where he can satisfy his curiosity, where he can
find the answers to almost any questions, and,
most importantly, a place where he can experience deep satisfaction and endless delight with
books, under the skilled guidance of a friendly,
understanding adult.
Mrs. Frary has told us that books are to be

usedthat if there is not room for them in the
central library to send them out to the classrooms. I could not agree more completely. It
is far better to lose an occasional book than to
have a library full of books which are never
opened by boys and girls.

This may sound presumptuous since most of
you have had far greater experience in libraries than I, buc I cannot resist the temptation to.
point out that the best loved books are those
which receive the most wear. How many times
have you seen boys and girls swarming toward
the shelves in search of a new friend ? Which

book do they take firstthe beautiful new one
with the shiny cover? Sometimes, yes, of
course ; but more often, the first books to find
their way to the checkout desk are those with
worn covers and dog-eared pages books that
other children have read with enjoyment. You

may think these books are chosen by name rather
than the appearance of their covers, but I would
still maintain that a worn appearance is the best
possible endorsement of a book for children. So,

let's encourage boys and girls to handle books
and to use them, even if it means a lost or damaged book from time to time.

Next, and perhaps this is the keystone of success as either teacher or librarian, there must be
a genuine appreciation of each boy and girl as

an individual. They must be made to feel
wanted and worthy. We must bolster their feelings of personal worth through both our words
and our behavior. These youngsters have a marvelous capacity for detecting sincerity as well
as any lack of it, so in my opinion teachers and

librarians who don't truly respect children
should never attempt to work with them.

Librarians can also help by visiting class-

rooms and sharing books with the pupils.
Nothing will cause a run on an exciting book
more quickly than reading excerpts from it, perhaps stopping in the middle of a suspenseful passage, then telling the boys and girls where they
can get the book. Story hours in the library can
also provide a marvelous opportunity for culturally deprived children to broaden their language
experience. This is especially helpful for the

children in the lower grades, many of whom
have no library period. I think my main plea is
that librarians help young childen acquire a love
for books.
Another aspect of library service concerns me
greatly. I have always been upset when I visit

schools in which the library is not open to
pupils throughout the schoolday, including the

lunch period. As a matter of fact, I think the
library should remaih open for business from
a half hour before the first period until at least
one hour after the last one. This may necessitate the use of more library assistants, but I am
confident the personnel problem could be worked
out- I also think the library should be opened
at night, on Saturday mornings and on a halfday schedule throughout the summer. It would
cost more money, but think of the rewards. To
me the library is the heart of the school. Let's
keep it beating longer and stronger.
I also wish more libraries might adopt an
"open stack" policy and provide scores of individual study carrels for studentsespecially at

the high school level.

We have only begun to scratch the surface in
the development of more suitable reading materials for the disadvantaged. They must have
stories which to them represent a "slice of life."
Otherwise, books to them become weak, insipid
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things that limp along with lackluster plots.

Books for the disadvantaged do not have to be
lurid or vulgar, but the language must pack a
wallop ; it must be vibrant and alive. We need
more writers like Richard Turner, who is familiar with inner-city life in the raw and who
approaches subjects of interest to disadvantaged
youth in a frank and honest manner.
Meanwhile, I wish that a group of librarians
and teachers would take the time to try out books
on slum kids of all ages in order to compile a
complete, annotated bibliography of "Graded
Books for the Disadvantaged." These would
represent stories found to be appealing to boys
and:or girls at each age level. Perhaps such a
list might he started by determining the most
popular books in slum school libraries by means
of circulation card records. In my opinion, such
a study would produce a wonderfully useful aid
to teachers and librarians and would be worthy
of financial support by the Office of Education.
As we think about suitable books for the dis-
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advantaged, I don't believe we should lose sight

of the need for transitional as well as basic
books. In other words, we need books that will

not only meet his basic needs where he is, but
books that will take the disadvantaged child beyond himselfboth in terms of reading difficulty
and experience. For example, I have known an
English teacher who gave credit to junior high
school pupils for reporting on a "Taman" comic
book, provided the next report was on Kipling's
Jungle Book, and credit for "Superman;" provided the next report was on the biography of
a real superman like Jackie Robinson or Lou
Gehrig.

Obviously, the challenge is great. There is
too much for anyone to do singlehanded),but I
am confident that administrators and clastsroom
teachers can rely on school librarians as a most
respected and valued ally in our efforts to overcome language problems and improve reading
habits. These are essential steps in the achievement of first-class citizenship for all our youth.

Library Materials for Culturally Deprived Children and Youth
Norma M. Dolezal, Supervisor, School Department, Cleveland Public Library

THE LIBRARIAN'S GOAL OF PROVID-

ING the right book for the right child at
the right time has taken on a new and deeper
significance as she tries to fulfill the needs of

culturally deprived children. Estimates which
place one of every three children in urban areas
in this category emphasize the magnitude and
importance of the problem which challenges city
schools as we try to educate these young people
for constructive participation in society and a
full realization of their own potential. Certainly no child is more deserving of individual
attention and reading guidance by the librarian
than one whose cultural and educational experiences have been limited. To serve him successfully, the librarian and teacher must work
in very close cooperation, recognizing, understanding, and respecting the existing culture of
the child's family, and building on that as they
introduce him to printed and audiovisual materials. They must also provide the motivation
to read, for this is rarely given in a home where
parents, also, would be termed culturally deprived, and where books, magazines, or newspapers are not present. This close rapport between the child and librarian is of paramount
importance at all grade levels, but particularly
so at the elementary level where reading interests are first developed and where the child may
be helped to an early adjustment to his school.
If we are to serve these children adequately,
we must recognize that they fall into the same
groupings as all other children : the slow
learner, the average, and the child of superior
intelligence. They have many of the same reading interests and needs as all children, although

lack of reading skills and limitations of their

economic and social environment place restric-

tions on the ni..terials which they can understand readily. They need books in which they
can identify themselves, and books which fire
their imagination.
school, and sports
stories, animal and humorous stories appeal to
them as they do to all children. Attractive illustrations and good print are especially important to the child who has not grown up with
books in the home.

Our first responsibility is to provide hooks
which the child is capable of reading. Therefore, we may need to include in our collections
more books which may not meet the high literary standards which we would like to maintain. We will use adapted editions of some
books, even though we may cringe in doing so.
However, if the child is to have a feeling of
achievement rather than failure, it is important
that we have materials which have meaning for
him, written at his level of comprehension. We
must conduct a constant search for materials
of high interest and low vocabulary, with mature situations having special appeal for the
inner-city child, for we must capture the reader
before we can guide his reading. We must not,
however, fail to challenge the culturally deprived child of high potential whose difficulties
with the mechanics of reading may obscure
his latent ability.
Because the culturally deprived child is more

realistic and has a greater comprehension of
many aspects of daily living than the child of
average middle-class backgrolind, some traditional reading may seem to lack reality for
him. If we can first introduce him to books
with social circumstances not completely alien
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to his own environment, we may atradually guide
him toward others which will broaden his hori-

zons. Ws Like This Cat, The Girl ?ron, Puerto
Rico, Trouble With Terry, Mary J !n« , Tro:ib!e
After School, present situations not unfamiliar
to him. There are not yet enough good books
with urban setting to which he can relate.
Biographies, stories. and audiovisual mate rials about his own minority group are important in helping instill a feeling of pride in his
cultural heritage. Captain 'if the Planter,
Marya of Clark Avenue, That Dunbar Boy. and
Mary McL,,od Be.'hune are typical of books
which may he used in this way. We need more
stories of ordinary families, dog stories, and
mysteries in which Negroes or other minority
groups are introduced naturally as major or
minor characters. not to illustrate a minority
problem.
Coming from disorganized homes marked by

insecurity, transiency, numerous problems of
family living, and little incentive for educa-

tion, the culturally deprived child frequent ly has
C4ablished behavioral patterns different from
those of the urban community. He needs help
in learning to study, listen, follow directions,

and acquire the manners. speech. and habits

which will make him acceptable and comfortable

in various situations of life. We need to use
more easy books of etiquette, simple books to
teach study habits, and practical books of housekeeping. family living. child care, and cook-

books for the child who must assume much

home responsibility while the mother works.
Migrants from Southern rural, mountain or

mining areas are not prepared for the many

differences they find in the crowded, confining
conditions of an industrial city. They and their
children feel oppressed hy lack of "elbowroom"
and need books to help them in adjusting to the
complexities of urban
Books of humor and imaeinati, n and all tales
which take him away from hi.; snrroundings are
important to every child. In this type of ri' :uling the picture-book format of the Dr. Seuss
books, The 1,7 Pe Chin, se Broth( rs, or the new
iihka "al lama of /.',n at the Bat, i.s not objectionabl even to the older reader. The ridiculous, or sway-out" story has a universal ap-
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p-;.1 which bears little relation to age, grade, or
background.
The culturally deprived child needs books
which will help him understand himself and his
place in society, help him adjust to new situations, help him recognize his problems and his

opportunities. develop assurance and self reliance. realize the importance of good human
relations, and acquire an appreciation of other
cultures. He should be guided to vocational
materials in fact and fiction directing him not
only to the ordinary occupations familiar to
him, but encouraging him to raise his aspirations to enter new fields of employment which

an automated economy has opened.
The child whose life has given him little association with cultural influence requires a special
introduction to books of music, art, plays, and
poetry. They can be more meaningful if related

to enrichment experiences of trips to a concert, museum, play, or library. Particularly in
the fields of science and social studies publishers
have produced much material geared to the child
with limited vocabulary or limited background.

Individual titles and books in series; such as

Landmark, We Were There, Basic Science Education, Real People, and Junior Research Books,
supplement classroom teaching and help develop
perspective and understanding. The First Book

Series, covering a wide range of subjects, is
useful at all levels.

Perhaps the greatest single need is for books
of fact and fiction at the senior high level where
it is difficult to find books of depth and substance
for the mature student who continues to have
difficulty in reading. Under the auspices of
Community Action for Youth, an experimental
summer institute for potential dropouts dem-

onstrated the ability of culturally deprived

youth to discuss with animation such subjects
as the forces of good and evil and the power of
knowledge, as they read material adapted for
them from Dante's Infer no and Plato's Republic.
Unfortunately, little comparable follOwup ma-

terial could be found at a level these young
people were capable of reading. This same

group need, magazines of quality with articles
related to their experiences. Scope is helpful,
but I understand there is another, City Life, in
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the planning stage which will be more closely
allied to their. background of urban life.
The librarian must exercise the greatest ingenuity in the use of materials with the culturally deprived, adapting what is available, and reexamining existing materials for new values.
In Cleveland we have found the previous editions and the current revision of Reading Ladders for Human Relations invaluable. This is a
basic tool for working with teachers and students in developing understanding and in changing attitudes. Books based on experiences of
acceptance and rejection, adjustment to new
places and situations, different patterns of family living, and experiences of growing up help
the student to understand his own problems and
sensitize him to the differences and similarities
among people.
In Cleveland, several special grants have per-

mitted studies and extended services to the disadvantaged. The Hough Community Project,
implemented by a Ford Foundation Grant, was

one of the Grew Areas Projects of the Great
Cities Program which made a concentrated
study of the educational needs in a densely populated section of the inner city, and experimented
with practices which have since been repeated in

other areas of the city. Librarians attended the
workshops which focused attention on the special methods adopted in the reading improvement program in the junior high schools, adapting sonic of these techniques to their library
instructi,,n. Under this program, transitional
classes of seventh graders were given particular attention in the library, and talented students
were scheduled for an extra English period in
the library for discussions of underlying themes
in books of quality. Both groups became more
articu:ate, gained in understanding, and lost
their indifference and hostility as they discussed
William by Guy and Red Badge of Courage.
Book talks took on a new aspect as they related
books to a typical day in the child's life. encompassing good grooming, personal relationships
and attitudes at home and school, study habits,
child care, table and telephone manners, home
responsibilties, and dating. The children were
encouraged to take home practical books of
home repair or cookbooks which would help
their parents.

Another grant provided for a pilot program of
Saturday morning sessions for the improvement
of communications skills of eighth-grade children with recognized needs in this area. These
sessions presented an excellent opportunity for
the librarian to work with individual students,
introducing vocational information and library

materials on letter writing, speech, telephone
etiquette, and vocabulary building. The program was planned by teachers, guidance counselors and librarians ,with local college students
assisting with interviews and questionnaires.
I would be remiss, indeed, if I did not speak
of the importance of close cooperation between
the school and the public library and emphasize
the need for introducing the culturally deprived
child to the public library for use beyond his
school days.

A present program whereby

classes for school dropouts are brought to the
main library regularly for study of vocational
materials and exposure to other reading is a val-

uable contribution to young people from depressed areas.
Money cannot be considered the solution to
problems of work with culturally deprived, but

certainly it can help supply library materials
needed to broaden the horizons of children with

limited or different cultural experience. Such
materials are needed in quantity to serve an increasing number of borrowers, and require frequent replacement since the cAdren who use
them have not had home training which develops

a respect for books and their proper care. Any
school program devoting attention to the culturally deprived should make provision for purchase of additional special materials for the library as well as the classroom.

Librarians working with the culturally deprived have distinct obligations, a few of which

are

+ To alert publishers to areas in which there are
needsnot for textbooks or readers, but for enrichment reading.

+ To be vocal in stressing financial needs for additional suitable materials.
+ To cooperate with citizen's committees focusing at-

tention on educational problems of the disad,

van taged.

)
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+ To r. -e first emphasis on the child, and. then on

the book, for ours is the responsibility nut only of
improving learning, hut improving living-

+ To dispel the feeling of futility of the librarian and
teacher working in the inner cityand inspire them
with zeal to meet the challenge_
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Horace Mann referred to education as the
great equalizer of the condition of men . . . the
balance wheel of the social machinery. By their
concentrated efforts in working with the culturally deprived, librarians have the opportunity
to help that wheel maintain its proper balance.

Mrs. Alice C. Ruth, Acting Head, Bureau of Library Services, Baltimore Public Schools

IT IS MY PREFERENCE, in discuSsing

library materials for inner-city children, to
think of these children not as culturally disadvantaged. If we must label them at all, other
than as children, I should like to use the phrase,
"culturally different." And "different" does

not mean better ; different does not mean worse;
different means different.
In spite of great technological advances and
increasing emphasis on visual and auditory activities, ours is still a highly verbalized society.
The person whose culture places little emphasis

on the verbal is, therefore, at a great disad-

vantage when he comes up against the accepted
norm of the American way of life. Many of our
inner-city children, particularly those newly arrived from rural sections of our country, function poorly when they are thrust suddenly into

an urban environment where the word is the

thing.
Typically we find these children lacking in the
communication skills of reading and writing.
Listening skills may be pc or because these children are strangers in a strange land, listening to
a strange tongue. They are often reluctant !0
talk because they find themselves speaking in
ways which are unintelligible to the persons.
spoken to and because they may be ridiculed
about their unorthodox speech habits. But we
have a definite obligation to these children and
it is our responsibility as educators to take these
children at the level where we find them, with
the culture they have, and go on with them from
there.
Most of my teaching experience has been with
such children and I have found that, once one
with
gets behind the omnipresent grade
doom,
one
rindchilits t,vertones of impending
dren with the normal variety of abilities., who

respond to friendship and help and soak up

experiences like dry sponges from understanding and sympathetic instructors. It is my
belief that the key to having effective, useful
materials is the provision for capable, understanding and energetic librarians in the library
of erery school to interpret their use.
These inner-city children who are culturally
different from our accepted norm have the same
basic needs of all children, needs so well expressed by May Hill Arbuthnot in her definitive
work, Children and Books:
1. The need for security; material, emotional, and
spiritual
2. The need to belong; to be a part of a group
3. The need to love and be loved

4. The need to achieve; to do or be something
worthy
5. The need to know; intellectual security
6. The need for change: play
7. The need for aesthetic satisfaction

To satisfy the .e needs, books can certainly point
the way, particularly in providing vicarious experiences for children who lack necessary first-

hand contacts with certain settings and situations.

What books? Basically they are the same
books of any well-rounded children's collection,
but perhaps in a different ratio, weighted in the
direction of the existing problems of a particular situation, and always in the hands of a capable librarian who guages keenly at what level
a book will best be used in her situation and
introduces the book, imparting her enthusiasm
which is so important for its effective use.
The going may be slower because these children lack some of the basic experiences and
skills, but progress can be made. People, after
all, go to school tti learn what they do not know.
If they knew everything, there wound be no
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reason for them to attend. And if some reach

the sixth grade and haven't read The Little
Mermaid, or Wind in the Willows. or Charlotte's

Trek they will have enjoyed having them told
by their librarian and, therefore, these hooks
will be a part of their cultural experience.
Lest you accuse me of oversimplification, :et
me assure you that I have no rose-tinted dreams
that all children who lack the verbal aptitudes
that are considered essential will blossom fl,rth
overnight, in some miraculous way. se; readers.
I .am well aware that easy reading materials
in substantial quantities are necessary in our
libraries.

Extensive collections of picture hooks of
quality and integrity will attract and hold re-

luctant as: well as normal readers. Skillful use
cf these hooks by the librarian. so that browsing and reading in this section by the older slow
reader hears no stigma of shame, i < very important. At the same t. ime the librarian should
be aert to the lazy !seeder who linger-: too long
in these lush fields ;Led

tact fully prod him

into something intieleettedly rn re challenging.
Good informationel material at easy reading
level.; is increasing. Librarians will certainly
find useful for culturslly different children titles
found in T-ue Boi;(. Whit Is Books, and 1), !Ili,ner Books by Random House, set ies which are
but examples of a number which are soundly
written, useful, and easy reading.
I am saying, and with great convition, however, that libraries for such children must not
become bloodless collections conceived through
the passionless union of the controlled Vocabulary and predetermined sentence structure. We
owe it to these children, as to all others, to include books which are rich in information and,
at the same time, shining examples of style an
quality in writing and illustration. Si
are Edwin Tunis's
C0101 it Life, and
Fr,,,t et- Life, and Gerald Johnson's trilogie.e to
name a few. We are obligated to do something
with these books besides let them collect dust on
the shelves. Many may not read them. but
some will. Such books may unfetter a bound
ineigination and be the turning point in a life
which may have been doomed to dismal failure.
Recreational reading activities at school are
-"-elsei:t important to children whose home-
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folk may place low value on the printed word
and education in general. Particularly in the
fiction books of the library, children who are
culturally different, and who may be in great
mental turmoil because of difficulties of adjustment to urban environment, can find peace of
mind through self-identification with other chil-

dren with problems: Melindy of 3blindy's

M, dal, Janie Larkin of Blue Willow, Judy of
Jourpcy, and Carol of Carol from the
Country.
For older boys and girls, biography can be the
opening wedge to a rich and satisfying reading
experi(mce.

Here, again, are found substan-

tial numbers whose styles are not condescending and which are soundly written, but comparatively easy. In this category are books by
Ronald Syme, May McNeer, Opal Wheeler, and
Nvith:n the series of Landmark Books.
The perceptive librarian can capitalize on certain books to develop the pride these children

should have for their own cultural heritage.
The urbanized mountain white may not realize,
for example, that the vernacular of the hill countries is almost the pure English brought to this
country by his forbears, preserved by the natural barrier of his native mountains. He can ,
learn true appreciation for this through proper
introductica: to the carefully collected tales of
Richard Chase. The alert librarian is wiee and
knows. also. which stories are distasteful to certain racial and ethnic groups.
We have to reach out and impart in a vivid and
arresting way our enthusiasm for books. Wellexecuted storytelling and book talks are a must,
followed immediately by guided book selection ''

and supervised reading of the books of their

oice for a long enough time to get them well
into-the story and sufficiently interested so that
when they borrow the books and take them UP'
the classroom and home, they may read books

in their entirety.
People who read and use books are people who
love to read. The people who love to read are
those for whom reading has been made exciting
and attractive. The development of this love of
rk. ailing is the first step and may be the strong
motivating force needed to produce the drive for
improving skill in reading.
'
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Youth in Large Cities
IV. School Library Service, for Gifted Children and

Educational Goals for Gifted Children and Youth in Large Cities
Office of Education
J. Ned Bryan, Specialist for the Education of Gifted and Talented Youth.
WHEN THIS NATION was founded there

were but two cities with populations of
over 25,000. Today, less than two centuries
later, three of our cities; are more than 100 times

that size and 51 are more than 10 times as

large. As an urban society, we find our large =t
reservoir of underdeveloped talent, our greatest
number of gifted children and y,.uth, not on the
farms, nut in small towns, hit in LI:e slums, in
the suburbs, and at times. in tin- penthouses of
our cities. More than ever in the history of our
Nation, the educational goals for gifted children and youth in large cities must he realistic
and realizable; must be acceptable to the individual as well as to society.

In our large cities, schools must cope with
changing social patterns resulting from the
forces of growth on the one hand and decay,
both physical and social. on th i oth-r. It mpst
be recognized that social patterns in the inner
city differ markedly from those in the suburbs
and that these different patterns and expectations impose different roles on the schools. In
the inner city perhaps more than elsewhere the
pupil's motivation to learn depends upon the
tray he sees himself in relation to his environment.
Tile movement of the middle class to the suburbs and, in the inner city, the development of
low-co:;t housing and the construction of highrise luxury apartments have to fr( quently resulted in cultural and intellectual segregation.

These forces have made the inner city, except
for middle-class workers who arrive in the
morning and leave in the evening, the abode

of the very poor and the very rich.
The poor may be newly arrived and find
themselves in an alien environment or they

may be the long-term products of

ineffec-

ive ,:ducation, inadequate motivation, and ineqnitable opportunity. No longer are the newly
arrived in the city slums predominantly immigrants with high hopes for upward mobility.
Many of them look upon education as a necessary evil to be endured or evaded rather than
as an opportunity for a more effective life. The
adults frequently have antisocial attitudes and
heir children lack both the motivation and the
academic skills to achieve satisfactorily in the
usual school environments. Both parents and
children in this group of new arrivals are often
unaware of just how much their success, or lack
of it. depends upon their own self-esteem, upon
their competence in communication, upon their
environment, and upon their habits of citizenship.

The long-time resident of the large city slum,
or of low-income housing, may on the other hand
have chosen to be with others of similar interests, occupations, national origins, and problems. They too may have a kind of indifferent
hopelessness, a general lack of interest in an education that to them seems meaningless, and at
times they may even exhibit a defiance that tends
to perpetuatOoverty. Telling insights into this
situation are provided in the Annual Report of
the Council of Economic Advisors which was
transmitted to the President earlier this year.
In discussing patterns of poverty it was pointed
out that ". . . facts suggest that in the future,
economic growth alone will provide relatively
fewer escapes from poverty." Further the re-

port said ". . . it is essential to remember
that -one-third of the present poor are children. For them, improvements in the availability and quality of education offer the great30
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est single hope of escaping poverty as adults."
"The school," the report states, "must play a
larger role in the development of poor youngsters if they are to have, in fact, 'equ:C opportunity' and this often means that schooling must
start on a preschool basis and include a broad
range of more intensive services. It has become clear that few children are unable to belie -'
fit from a good education. Only a small percentage of those born each year are incapable

of acquiring the skills, motivation, and attitudes necessary for productive lives. The idea
that the bulk of the pour are condemned to than
condition because of innate deficiencies of character or intelligence has not withstood intensive
analysis."
The very rich in our large cities, in contrast 7.o
the very poor, may have no children of school
age or having children they may send them to
private schools. Their concerns with public
schools are, as a rule, very real but of a differ-

ent order. The contrast drawn between rich
and poor, however, has been considered as a
matter of emphasis, for all know that urban
populations are not dichotomous. In addition to

the rich and the poor, most of our large cities

have sizable pockets of populations composed of
families with middle-class values, middle-class
mores, and middle-class incomes. Within these

communities in our cities there may be real
pressure for even better schools and services.
Within these homes there may be engendered
the desire and the opportunity for high achievement.
In looking briefly at some of the patterns of
culture in otw large cities and in inferring some

of the pressures that exist, we are struck with
the heterogeneity of individuals and families.
The real challenge then becomes that of developing the kind of education which can utilize
diversity and turn urban pressures into positive courses of action. Every child and youth
must be helped to establish his own life expectations in terms of his potential. Fundamentals
must be learned against a backdrop of the economics of .city living, of the relationships with
nearby rural and suburban areas, of the changes
in social practices and institutions when large
numbers of people with diverse cultural, religious, national, and ethnic backgrounds live in

close physical proximity, of the problem of providing food, fuel, public utilities, transportation,
and general necessities of life. Education for

children and youth in our large cities must be
a carefully designed admixture which will trans-

mit the culture, provide vocational skills, and
RAelop those qualities of an individual that
make for a rich and rewarding personal life.

Within this context, and recognizing the
chool's responsibility to all children and youth,

let us briefly turn our attention to the gifted in
our large cities ; to those who may well supply
the indigenous leadership so necessary to grapple with the intense problems of human adjustment, to clarify and implement
effective
bonds between school and community planning,
and to give a coherent and positive direction to

the changes that are taking place in the cities.
Who are they, what are their characteristics,
how are they motivated, and what educational
goals should society hold for them and they hold
for themselves?

Research has shown that the gifted and talented exist in all segments of society. The film,
Understanding the Gifted, shows children and
youth, some of whom are highly gifted and found
only infrequently in our schools and others while
above average are found in most of our classrooms and libraries. These children and youth
are those who can shape the future, and we will
want to be well aware of the role the library can
'play in their education. The panel which follows

will take a realistic look at library materials
meaningful to their development.
To be aware of the nature of giftedness and
hence of appropriate educational goals for gifted
children and youth, we must recognize that giftedness is a living quality which grows with use;

that it is an intrinsic and aeveloping part of a
human being to which he must make a considerable contribution. Giftedness, moreover,
must not be narrowly defined and here I.would

like to use the term talent and suggest four
nondiscrete categories of talent which may help
broaden our viewpoint.
The talent most commonly referred to when

we speak of the gifted may be said to be academic talent. Academic talent is the ability,
demonstrated or potential, to deal with the cognitive aspects of life, the ability most necessary
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to succeed in schools as tile:: have traditionally

been constituted and in our colleges and universities. A second category is that of creative
talent or the ability to develop -new constructs
NviNther in the arts, the sciences, or the humanities. The creatively talented individual may or
may not be academically talented. A third category is that of kinesthetic talent. The kines-

thetically talented individual may have high
e, ability in craftmanship, or in athek 'es, or in
%O) plays each note exactly
.A
as the composer has written it may not be credrama.

atively talented but his skilled performance
marks him as belng kinesthietically talented.

A.

fourth eate giry is that of 'psychosocial talent.

The psyhosocially ialentd have high ability
in interpersonal reiations and are putclitial
Icadt.r. nn.t prhap.-+ statesiaen. These four
categories of talent or giftedness, the academic,

rile creative, the kinesthetic, and the ps
social, provide a useful fit:line of reference for
recognizing talent in iL
Sometinn talent is relati% ely easy to recog7
size. I like a little poem written by an 11-yearoid girl which to me expre..ses it sensitivity to
her environment. She calls simply Win", r.
it in the inter
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provide stimuli, the rich environand
ment. that can lead the gifted by or girl to put
111

into action, an interpretation of his or her

environment, real or vicarious.
What should be the educational goals for
gifted children and youth in large cities? We
can name it few aml some may seem idealistic
'it even outsio the purview of our schools, perhaps -.en our libraries. Nevertheless, the gifted, N oet her in the slums or in the penthouses
middle- class apartments nor, 1
yr in
To develop a feeling of security and adequacy and
:elf worth.
'l'o nialrstand .ieif and others.
To recognize, and hopefully achieve, democratic
goals and values.
To develop problem-solving attitudes and methods.
T(i develop self-discipline, resp'onsibility, and internal freedom.
To maintain constructive attitudes toward change.

lIut, you may object, these should be goals for
all children, and they should. For the gifted,
-however, they take on a meaning that is related
directly to the unusual characteristics of the
individual. The academiCally talented child or
youth, for example, should learn to value intellectual achievement and to be secure in his quest
for excellence. Such a quest, although fundamentally a personal one, should command the
allegiance and support of society generally and
here academically talented youth can be helped
Ily those who recognize ability regardless of race,
or religion, or other irrelevant characteristics.
By teachers and parents who encourage intellectual
interests and ambitions regardless of the family's
social and economic status:

And coats get dots of wear.

,

into \vords, or on canvas, or into a formula, or

It) attain this goal

lk /It'll 11,f
11:i1,t; they 1,%:!,1

7110 /14)11
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By librarians who recognize that relianc'r on secondary texts and sources to the exclusion of original
sources can result only in educational experiences
that are inexcusably superficial and quite inappropriate.
By mentors who judge compositions not alone in
terms of writing skills but upon evidence assembled
to support general statements, upon, evidence of
eriii-inolity, upon rigor of thought, and upon the

sophistication and maturity of effort.
By faculties who are themselves committed to exck.11tiee in their own lives.

We need not spell out the meaning of each of
the go:11; fur the gifted. We need not verbalize
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the tacit assumption that the gifted must acquire
knowledge and skills. We need not reiterate the
need for setting goals that are meaningful to

individual boy or girl in the environment of
which he is a part. We will, however, make a
brief observation about libraries and their potential role in helping the gifted reach their
goals.

The gifted, natore than most, are capable of
using resources in meaningful was s. The school

library can be the richest single resource the
school provides. It is not axiom:a ir, however,
that the school library will be a rich resource for

the gifted, or that the gifted will seek and use
the resources it provides. Libraries that provide a narrowly defined literary diet, that offer
but little in good music, or art, or contemporary thought, that avoid the controversial or
esoteric, that are more concerned with storage
and recordkeeping than with opening minds and

heartssuch libraries may well lack the rich-

ness the gifted need to understand themselves
anti others or to maintain constructive attitudes
toward change. Even the best of !hool libraries, on the other hand, will be of little use to the
gifted child or youth who finds it an alien environment, who has not been given the keys to
unlock its storehouse of riches, who has not been

introduced to the wonder!ul world of information and inspiration that can provide them with
goals and with means for meeting them. In es-

sence the school library must play an active
not a passive role in the identification and nurture of the gifted, and in talent development.
The basic educational goal of our democratic
society is that of providing a milieu in which
the potential of each individual will be identified
and developed to the full. In large cities we need
to be increasingly sensitive to pressures and pat-

terns that make up the environment of these
children and youth. The library must help the
gifted to recognize their potential in relation to
the society in which they live, and to develop
those abilities which will fulfill both personal and
societal goals.
Search your experience to see how the school

library can help the gifted develop a sense of
personal security and adequacy, gain a richer
understanding of self and others, accept democratic goals and improve values, learn to solve
problems, foster self-discipline and responsibility, and maintain constructive attitudes toward change. Herein lie the goals for and the
promise of gifted children and youth in our
large cities.

Library Materials for the Gifted
Mrs. Lillian L. Batchleor, Supervisor, Secondary School Libraries, School District

The School Library Collection

MO FEED THE ALERT MINDS and manyfaceted interests of gifted students, the
school library must have a rich, well-balanced

and extensive collection which includes all types
of materials. Quantity as well as quality is es-

sential if materials are to be supplied for all
areas of the curriculum and for equally legitimate noncurricular needs. According to national standards, there should be at least 10

books per student, preferably more for a really
good collection. In Philadelphia, none of our
elementary or junior high schools meet the 10
books per pupil standard although, at the senior

high level, a few libraries come closer to the goal,
notably the older, better established ones where

dedicated librarians and generous parents have
managed to build excellent collections. Only
our famed Central High (for boys of demonstrated ability) achieves 20 volumes per student.
In all honesty, this is due to-an endowment fund
that has long provided additional materials and
personnel.

Development in Depth

In selected curriculum areas, library collec-

tions have been developed in considerable depth
so that the academically talented can work at the
advanced level of which they are capable. For
example, several libraries have extensive science

resourcesto support the school's enriched or
accelerated science program and, just as important. to encourage individual students' research and original projects. Many science

awards have come to students who have received

of Philadelphia

stimulation and practical aid from their library.
In other schools, libraries have equally outstanding resources in modern drama, or Shakespeare,
or history and politics, or art, or mathematics,
depending on the school's needs and emphasis.
In practically every instance, these strong special collections came about as a result of teachers' and librarians' insistence that bright
students have the intellectual nourishment they
require. Such collections are years in the making but once established are acknowledged as
valuable assets in work with the gifted. In
one of the newer schools, where students are
already showing a high degree of academic talent, we have just spent a large special allotment exclusively on advanced materials. The
basic collection had been chosen with good students in mind but the staff still considered it
inadequate for the kind of enrichment and acceleration planned there.

Development in Breadth
We have aimed also for breadth in resources,

knowing the gifted can and must be

grounded in more than a single specialty. The
world today is in desperate need of scholars who,
being knowledgeable in several fields, can interpret and inter-relate different disciplines.
Stuart Chase' wrote about the lack of experts
who can serve as "general specialists" with com-

petence in several fields ; such experts could analyze and coordinate knowledge and point out effective ways of using man's scholarship to better

advantage. If these experts are needed today--

Stuart ebase. Row Thing,. Worth Knowing. New York.

11nrt,er Anil Brothers, 1958.
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and I believe they arehow can we develop
them? Who but the gifted can achieve such multiple expertness?
No matter how large or well-stocked the school

library, it will inevitably lack some of the advanced materials required for the gifted. In
Philadelphia, we try to extend our resources by
loans from other schools in the system ;, the pub-

lic or the State library ; the many special libraries in the city, such as Franklin Institute;
the colleges ; museums and exhibits ; interested
parents and adults. For example, for a bright
sixth-grade unit on the Incas, materials were
searched out and borrowed from the Philadelphia Free Library, the Board of Education Library and Visual Education Division, and from
three colleges. Realia and objets d'art were obtained from two museums. Materials used constituted a 17-page bibliography. Reading levels
for the materials ranged from the sixth to thirteenth grade.
A similar seventh-grade class, working under

a master teacher and librarian, produced a remarkably successful project on peacetime uses
of nuclear energy. For this they drew heavily
on Government publications, including those of
the Atomic Energy Commission. Franklin Institute again contributed, as did the school and
public libraries in the vicinity. Expanding the
library in this way is good and necessary, but it
should be noted that it is costly and time consuming, particularly when a high percentage of
needed materials has to be obtained elsewhere.
For many of the gifted, special privileges from
libraries other than the schools can becured

for the use 'of advanced or mature materials

m\
customarily denied school pupils. At
the request of the school librarian or teacher, the Free
Library will permit younger children to use the
young adult or adult section as needed ; colleges
have opened their facilities to advanced high
school students ; industrial, association, and special libraries have done the same for those who
can make proper use of their unique collections.
Students enjoy the experience of using these
libraries and respond well to the responsibility.
Of course, privileges of this kind cannot compensate for a lack of adequate materials close

at hand where there is alsoand this point is
very importanta school librarian who knows

students' capabilities and who can help them
grow through the assignment.
Reading Guidance
The existence of a fine school library will not
in itself answer till the reading problems of the
gifted for, like average and slow students, they
need reading guidance, although of a different
nature. Some read too fast or too slow, and
many read without taste, appreciation, or intelligent response. The bright "disadvantaged"
may be completely lacking in incentives to read
or succeed academically. In short, the gifted
must be trained to use their fine, inquiring minds
for a more thorough and effective use of materials, and they have to cultivate a healthy skep-

ticism of the printed page. The gifted should
work for excellence rather than mere quantity
in reading. Their superior talents demand it.
Librarians and teachers who are sensitive to
bright students are in strategic positions to motivate and guide quality reading. In Philadelphia, all library instruction given by junior and
senior high libraries puts great stress on reading guidance or stimulation. As experts in a
particular field, teachers also have opportunities for on- the -spilt guidance in the classroom,
and librarians have long excelled in locating and
encouraging gifted individuals. Both librarians
and teachers should do more individual work
with promising students. The interested, personal touch is far more effective than any elaborate "advanced" bibliography we can compile.
In Philadelphia, libraries at all levels purchase

materials for mature and advanced students.
Occasionally, these are set aside in a section
labeled "Gold. Books," or "Star." Good readers

gravitate naturally toward them because of
interest or status appeal. But sometimes the
quality of this reading is questionable. We
have, therefore, tried book discussion groups and
clubs in an effort to spark a "quality" response

deeper understanding and insights, more critical evaluation of ideas, and the application of
facts and values to real life situations. Discussion groups operate in individual schools on a
purely voluntary basis. Many more of them
would be desirable.
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Similar in some ways are the great books

discussions conducted by parents and outside
leaders. These have had some success at the
high school level but, at the elementary level:
we have distinct reservations about the materials as veil as the discussion methods. Certainly more needs to be done with younger gifted
children along these lines.

Paperback book fairs, which provide book

talks. speakers. and a wide variety of good titles,

have been a stimulating experience for bright
students, judging from the quality and quantity
Of paperbacks sold and read. One science fair,
run for a ninth-grade science grout, resulted in
an unprecedented amount of science reading at
an advanced level. Results surprised even the
optimistic librarian and teachers.
Reading guidance is an integral part of any
good schui4) library program: the tragedy is
that lack of staff prevents us from doing a better
job of What we know can be done.

Research
For the gifted student, knowledge of research
tools and the skill to use them is indispensable.
But the mastery of research skills is not born
full blown ; it requires careful training and practice. Librarians and teachers recognize this

fact and have long pooled their resources to
give gifted students the necessary experience.

Certain selected 10th-grade English classes take

a course in research techniques based, in the
beginning, entirely on materials in the school
li

rary. Class sessions concentrate on choosing

a d defining an area of research, evaluating

s urces of information, gathering and organizg data, and finally writing a paper. Early in
the term the teacher and librarian confer on
materials and compile a list of suggested topics.
As students work in the library. the librarian

observes and assists them along with the
teacher.

In another instance, a social studies teacher
requires a term paper based wholly or in large

part on current materials:

i.e.. periodicals.

newspapers, and the vertical file. Instruction
is given in notetaking, and the use of the Prod, "...* Gyidr and other indexes. At the conclusion
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of assignments, students have learner, and used
research tools and skills succesSfullt
Again, a science teacher habitually calls on
the library for help with her research project

for the 11th grade. The class comes to the

library early in the term to examine new, relevant science acquisitions. Later the field is
delimited to a detailed study of one animalits
life history and processes, its habits, and
ecology. Use of the Readers' Guide is required
for recent material, although students are urged
to use other references, too. With the final
written report, the student must submit a set
of carefully documented notes and a bibliography in acceptable form.
There are many other examples of research
being done at the junior high level and even
some at the elementary. But the sine qua non
for any work of this character is a good, up-todate reference section and ample files of backnumber periodicals. Our libraries are quite
inadequate in the latter so students must turn
to public or college libraries. Although it is
desirable to use community resources (and
young people should), we must point out that
students do not get the same instruction and
supervision there as in the school library.
Independent Work

The gifted student often completes routine
tasks easily and quickly and is ready for additional work long before other members of the
class. In such cases, he should have something
to do independently at the advanced level befitting his talents and, as often as possible, related to the class assignment. Such a technique
is used in Philadelphia's new 7th-grade Geography Guide: i.e., the "microstudy," essentially
a study in depth of one aspect of a geographical problem, such as "What is the effect of
China's enormous population on her national
policy?" or "Judging from Liberia's history
since 1837. what is her land use and productivity
likely to be in the year 2000?" The bright
student is expected to gather new facts or evidence on which to speculate or draw inferences.
At one senior high school, a committee of
advam7ed students usually does a 2-week proj-

4t;
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ect on civil rights constitutional law, in con-

in the library conference room where it can have
quick access to additional library resources.
Still another type is an "art and appreciation"
seminar which is based on library-provided materials. The group uses many fine editions of art
books as well as mounted pictures and print's.

junction ivith American History 12. They are
assigned to the library, after teacher-librarian
conferences, to use indexes on case studies and

to locate precedents, in the manner of legal
research. The library serves as a laboratory
for these students who do individual or group

The teacher believes that the informal atmos-

research independently. Again the product of

phere and easy give and take of discussion frees
students to express their genuine, personal reac-

their research is aimed at enriching regular
classwork.

Sometimes a gifted student is encouraged to
work completely on his own in an area unrelated
to classwork. For example, one such student
is now studying the effects of catalysts on the
production of oxygen. Material from the library's excellent science collection got her off
to a good start, but soon other resources were
needed and these were found at a nearby medical center. The science teacher and librarian

are encouraging this advanced, independent
study. And the counselor has even located a
part-time job for the student at the hospital.
Possibilities for independent study in different areas and in different forms are limitless.
The library staff must, however. be aware of
students' projects and be able to give minimum
supervision and guidance.

Study and Discussion Seminars
The informal study and discussion group, patterned after the college seminar, seems to chal.

lenge and stimulate gifted students. At and
rate, they respond enthusiastically. One seminar for advanced 11th and 12th graders is based
on a series of lectures given by faculty or guest

speakers on topics of interest in literature or
world history and politics. The library provides a shelf of materials (many are quite difficult) a week in advance of each lecture. Spir-

ited discussions, based on the lectures and
readings, follow each lecture and occasionally
papers are written. Observations of the library

staff indicate that both reading and thinking
are on a high level.
In a totally different way, another library con-

- tributes to an advanced French seminar by buy-

tions to art and that they learn much about
styles, techniques, and periods of art at the same
time.

Originality and Creativity
.

Like other young people, the gifted need encouragement and guidance to develop their crea-

tive powers. However, once the impetus is
provided, they often exceed all expectations.
In mathematics, a group of very bright girls
has been publishing a highly original journal,
the Math Adventurer. Each year it includes
interesting innovations along with novel and.ingenious solutions to problems, reviews of hooks
in mathematics or related fields, and a wealth of

games and puzzlesall embellished with clever
drawings. Needless to say, the project draws
heavily on library resources. As a result of this
long-standing interest in mathematics, the library has a 19-page annotated biliography of
mathematics booksall available in that library.
Advanced or "Z" history classes have for years

written and published a handsome book of research on a selected period of history. Each student contributes a section for which she does
the research and which she presents in as original and attractive a way as possible. Since all
chapters must fit into the overall project, the
girls must plan individually and as a team. This
experience is a valuable one for advanced students who may prefer, or are forced, to work
entirely on their own.
Work in science has been outstandingly orig-

inal and creative. Our libraries, naturally, support research and projects to the extent of their
holdings but also assist in another way. One
high school regularly devotes an exhibit case to

ing and lending a wide variety of materials
written or recorded in French. The seminar.

displays and experiments carried outand arrangedby the boys: Several schools have fol-

conducted entirely in that language, often meets

lowed suit and, although their students produce
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fewer original projects, the attention and encouragement given to would-be scientists is
invaluable.

We have listed but a few of the many ways
in which Philadelphia's school libraries contribute to the education of the gifted. In addition, 'librarians devote attention to advanced
placement programs, to honors courses, to individual hobbies or projects, to college counseling, and to radio and TV programs with gifted
students as participants.
Since reading remains the most effective single tool of learning and since the school library
is the major source of instructional materials,
we have an ever-increasing role to play. There
is something about the relaxed and informal atmosphere of the library and the friendly, personal attention of the librarian that induces
young people to reveal themselves as individuals

in a way that is impossible in a large crowded

classroom.
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Because of this opportunity, the

school librarian is often the one who discovers
an unusually talented student in art, science,
music, or literature. This is also one of the
reasons why school libraries in big cities have a
unique and significant contribution to make to
the "disadvantaged." Many of these, gifted in
ways we do not perceive because of their impoverished backgrounds, lack motivation and
opportunities. They have an even greater need
for books and libraries than other students who
have resources in their homes and parents to
encourage them. One of the most critical deficiencies in big city schools today is, I firmly
believe, the lack of adequate school library facilitieslibraries large enough to house the children who want to read or study, collections of

sufficient size and variety, and professional
staffs. Philadelphia's libraries do much now,
but not nearly enough. The limitations imposed

are those of inadequate facilities, staff, and

materials.

Library Materials for the Gifted in Elementary Schools
Miriam E. Peterson, Director, Division of Libraries, Board of Education, Chicago

IT BEHOOVES THE LIBRARIAN in every
school to identify the gifted pupils according to the school policy and to provide library
service and guidance in keeping with the pupils'
needs whether special opportunities be afforded
them through grouping, acceleration, enrichment, or other means. Because there are many
bright and talented children Nvhose IQ's are
about 115, the gifted program in the Chicago
public schools provides for the most academically able pupils in each school. "The deciding criterion is the ability of the pupil to per-

form successfully on the higher scholastic
achievement level" (17) .*

Every school library in the Chicago public
schools is endeavoring to render appropriate and

meaningful service to the able learners within
the school. Librarians strive to encourage able
readers at all grade levels to read both intensively and extensively, to build rich backgrounds

of reading experience including a variety of
types and forms of materials, to cultivate tastes
and appreciations for good literature, to turn to
books for enjoyment as well as information, to
penetrate the deeper meanings of an author's
work, to read with a critical approach, to develop rich and varied interests through reading,
and to use library materials for independent
study projects. Let us glance briefly at some of
the provisions and practices.

Materials

Quantities of varied types of printed and
audiovisual materials are needed in the elemenNers : Numbers refer to bibliography at the eml sf this

paper.
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tary school library or materials center of today.
Included among these resources should be carefully selected materials appropriate for gifted
pupils. Because the gifted read more than
other pupils and because they read more widely,

they usually have broader interests and can
handle materials of greater difficulty. Mate-

rials for able learners must be adequate in quan-

tity, quality, breadth, depth, variety, and maturity. Although at times they will read easy
and light materials, they should be exposed to
the best in literature, directed to informational
books appropriate to their advancement, and
introduced to adult materials.
The Approved List of Library Books for Elementary Schools in the Chicago public schools
lists approximately 5,000 titles for grades 1:wdergarten through eight. Each year appro mately 700 titles are added and a comparable
number withdrawn. Throughout the years,
titles of books suitable for able readers have
always been included on the list.

At both the primary and the intermediate
grade levels, gifted pupils are encouraged to
select materials beyond their age level in keeping with their interests and maturity. Today
it is not unusual to encounter a child who upon
entering first grade is able to read to some extent. For him the easy-to-read books with controlled vocabularies at different grade levels
will be helpful as well as the whole world of
picture books which beginners enjoy but cannot read. The pictures can help him with the
text, and many times he needs guidance in taking sufficient time to fully enjoy the gay and
delightful illustrations. Concept books will
help him to ponder and think, humorous books
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will tickle his funny bone, and imaginative tales

will delight his fancy. Other primary pupils
who are accelerated readers frequently turn to
the Little Eddy stories, the Henry Iluggins
books, the tales of Little 7'int, and such stories
as My Father's Dragon, The Amiable Giant,
The Courage of Sarah Noble, and Winnie the
Pooh. They enjoy poetry, humor, easy biographies, animal tales, and informational books
that help them to discover the world around
them. Today our primary curriculum includes
learning about distant cities and urban communities such as San Juan, and our library collections are greatly challenged by requests to
supply materials of this kind at that level.
Most of the Caldecott medal books and their runners-up are good background materials for the
gifted in the primary grades. To add to the
richness of reading experiences are the Weston
Woods filmstrips with the original illustrati9ns

and recordings of many excellent picture backs.
Although able readers will be encouraged to
read beyond their own age level, effective reading guidance will assure that children expe-

rience the noteworthy, the beautiful, and the

unusual books such as Johny Crow's New Garden, Hailstones and Halibut Bones, and A Hole
Is To Dig."
"The reading of good literature plays a large
part in broadening the gifted child's experience,
in enlarging his vocabulary, and in influencing
his character" (14). At the intermediate grade
levels the doors open wide upon folklore, myths,
legends, and hero tales. Rich pastures are to
be found in biography, science, history, poetry,

and mathematics materials as well as in the
classics and in that expanding list of Newbery
award titles to which teachers are giving increasing attention. Since 1920 there has been
a rich flowering of literature for young people
bringing forth distinguished writing too good
to be missed, especially by able readers, such
as Charlotte's Web, Secret of the Andes, and

The Book of Greek Myths. Many classics listed
in Alice Jordan's Children's Classics such as The

Wind in the Willows and Peter Pan, (11)

are suitable for gifted pupils in the intermediate grades. The list, which first appeared in the
Horn Book, lays no claim to being final and definitive, but "the books therein are recommended
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as some of the best books ever written for, or
adopted by children. Here are books that will
enrich the reading tastes of any child ; many of
them will be cherished through life" (11).
During the intermediate grades enthusiasm for
readirg runs high and children's daily schedules are not as crowded as they will be later on.
It is an opportune time to build wide reading

backgrounds and through reading experiences to
awaken and expand interests in many areas.
The selection of materials for able readers in
the upper grades is a challenge to all those involved. On the approved list of the Chicago

public schools there are numerous books that
have been given a reading level of "grade
eight." This means that titles so designated are

suitable for the mature reader in the upper

grades. Examples of such book titles include :
The Story of Atomic Energy, by Fermi ; From
Pearl Harbor to Okinawa, by Bliven;,/t's Time
for Brotherhood, by Sechrist; With Stanley in
Africa, by Hall- Quest; William Shakespeare, by
Noble ; and Buffalo Trace, by Eifert. Studies
have shown that gifted children frequently turn

to adult books and magazines. The use of paperbacks, especially those available through Scholastic Book Services, have been helpful to teach-

ers and librarians. Although the number of

suitable paperbacks is limited, they do serve in
making available additional materials for able
readers at nominal cost. Extreme care in guiding the gifted in the selection of adult materials
is needed. Among the adult books read by some
of our accelerated readers are the following:
The Red Badge of . Courage, Exodus, Berlin
Diary, Mrs. Mike, A Night to Remember, The
Diary of Anne Frank, Kon Tiki, Profiles in
Courage, Wuthering Heights, and Annapurna.
Adult reading appropriate for a gifted child
actually is an individual matter, and there is no
intent to generalize here on specific titles given
as examples. Benjamin Fine (6) lists .some
very mature titles of books read by the gifted
13- and 14-year-old pupils at the Sands Point
Country Day School in New York. An American T..agedy, by Dreiser ; The Great Gatsby, by
Fitzgerald, For Whom The Bell Tolls, by Hemingway; The Prince, by Machiavelli ; The Republic, by Plato ; and Mein Kampf, by Hitler
are among those listed.

5,
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A few years ago William S. Gray reported on a
study of a selected group of mature readers. Of
them he observed, "They were not restricted, as
are many immature readers, to the immediate
problems of survival or ego satisfaction. Instead they are generously interested in learning
more about people and events and in pursuing
the developments that are going on about them,
and in the study of many perplexing problems
of contemporaty life" (7).
We too find this characteristic in gifted pupils.
They desire to read about timely topicsabout
the Peace Corps, about atomic energy for peaceful purposes, about brotherhood, about the population explosion and its related problems, about

automation and technological developments,
about space exploration and the training of the
astronauts, and about education for (Jivers and
vocations. Illustrative of these topics are the
following titles : This Crowded Planet, by Hyde;
The Pool of Knowledge, by Shippen ; and efipfain Edward L. Beach, Around the IVoild Under
Water, by Becker.

Not to be forgotten are a wealth of distinguished biographies for upper grade students,
poetry, and drama. This year of Shakespeare's
400th anniversary, many elementary :LS well
as high school classes have given wide attention to materials by and about the bard.
Adult periodicals, such as Time. Life, Lnok,
(].S. Ncls and world Primo. Nr o.swecic. and
also Fort tine, are often read and interpreted well

by bright and able pupils in keeping informed
on current happenings and in connection with
social science and language arts classes.
Many of our librarians have comniled their
own individual lists of materials for reading by
able learners in their particular schools. Among
the published sources useful in the selection of

materials for gifted students are Mary K.
Eakin's Library Materials for Gift( d Children
(5) and Good Books for Children, A Select; on of

Outstanding Children's Boob! Publi.4,rd 19
61 (4). Materials included on both lists are in
keeping With the high standards of established
selection criteria. The new edition of Reading
Ladders for Human Relations (2) is espeCially

helpful in listing excellent titles of books of
merit. substance, and maturity under sections
"For Junior Readers" and "For Se:iHr

ers." In the subject areas may be found the
AA AS Science Book List for Children (3), Chilclr( n's Books to Enrich the Social Studies for the
Elementary Grades (9), and Books About Negro Life for Children (1). The Junior Booklist, Current Books (10) published annually by
the Independent Schools Education Board, contains many books of substance and maturity,

and Biographies for Junior High, A List of

Biographies arm Correlated Audiovisual Aids
(13), is u.;eful for its cross-media approach.
Not to be overlooked are the rich general treasuries of recommended reading and literature
for children such as Huck and Young's Children's Literature in the Elementary School (8),
Smith's The Unreluctant Years (15), and Larricl;'s A Teacher's Guide to Children's Books
(12).

Special Reading Groups

It is common practice for librarians in our
elementary schools to meet regularly, sometimes weekly or even daily, with a special reading group. These classes are usually composed
of able and gifted learners. Projects of many

kinds have been undertaken to make reading
vital and meaningful, to share reading experiences, to enjoy probing relative to the author's
intent and to the motives of characters, and to
appreciate distinguished style and expression.
Some groups employ variations of what has become known as the Great Books approach; others utilize other patterns of procedure.

One school group compared Little Women
with Pride and Prejudice from the family angle;

another read and compared junior and adult
editions of selected significant biographies. A
project was undertaken in one school whereby
able readers served as individual reading partners to the reluctant readers. The undertaking
was highly successful i motivating reading for
both types of readers. In another school the
librarian and the classroom teacher collaborated on a reading project using A Wrinkle in
Time as a springboard of reading. Pupils made
a large detailed mural about the book for the
sehr,ol corridor and tape-recorded excerpts from
the story for listening purposes. Storytelling
projects in which students select, tell, and tape-
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record their own stories for replay in other class-

rooms and for their own criticism have been
worthwhile. Poetry projects correlating print
and recordings by poets or artists have been

undertaken. Great books groups have centered
their attention around the classics, the Newbery
award books and their runners-up, :old American heroes in fact and fiction. These discussion
groups often evoke penetrating analysis of hu-

man behavior and insight into problems and
conflicts. Some groups have kept their oWn

reading diaries or logs, endeavoring to develop
patterns of wi(i, <Ind diversified reading.

Using Reference Materials and Developing
Library Skills
The use of library resources for the prep:u
of curriculum assignments. for independent study, and for personal gro,vth and development deepens arid enriches, learning experiences.

Able learners especially can benefit from independent study related to science. social science,
and lar.guage arts. In seine of our elementary
schools. eighth-grade graduate.: upon entering,
high school have pheel I oet--that is they have
been permitted to skip -erieral science and to
take biolo.o:, in their fre dier:n year. We like
to think that library materials and extended

library privileges contributed to th Pupils'

growth and success.

That gifted pupils devtlep kills in the use of
all types of library tools and resources in important. They need to learn the arrangement
and location of the varied types of materials in
the libr!ry. how to Ilre :he card catal(e_r. and hoe:
sec}, as
to use tho d'e.ersitied ref( rtice
encyclopedias. dictionaries. ga;:eteer.:,
and indexes.
In our schools, instruction in ;he use of the li-

brary and its resources

gi en at all grade

levels. The division of librarit.-, has prepared a
chart for publication entitled ..to ()e,
io the
Dec/opm, vie/ Cone ',Es f,.r

rs('

1.,17,rary (Hril Its 1,',

It 1,k+,...;

sequentially from grade,: kinderg.irt,n t hrough
eiplo de.-:irabie outcomes in library skills, understand.' ag. and appreciation:. Sufilcient depth
and breadth are provided to include learning outcome.: for gifted and able learners. \e hope this

chart Nvill be a valuable aid to teachers and
librarians in cooperatively teaching the library
skills. It will be followed by a library-science
curriculum guide containing specific procedures,
techniques, and materials to implement instruction in library skills and understandings given
on the chart.
The need fur mastery of library skills and the

habit of turning to library resources for reference perposes are in keeping with increasing
emphasis upon continuing and self-education.

Extended Day Libraries

During the school year 25 libraries in the
Chicago elementary schools, located in commu-

nities where children are disadvantaged, are
open with a librarian in charge for 2 hours
after school from one to four afternoons per
Children from the community may use
the library for study; reading, or browsing purposes. Librarians conduct storytelling and various library projects. Able students in each
school usually take advantage of the extended
day library hours. Projects are planned to stimulate interest and attendance. In one school
the librarian has cooperated with a particular
cultural project of the entire school to help students in becoming acquainted with community
resources and to take advantage of the cultural
week.

off:rings of the city. She has taken many
groups to the theater, ballet, symphony, and

museums, and has planned library experiences
in preparation for these outings. In preparation, groups have read stories and plays and listened to recordings of musicals and symphonies
related to the selected performances. Books
about etiquette and good grooming have been
helpful to the students in acquiring information on proper manners and attire.
An after-school project for which the board
of education provides the facilities is the Junior
Great Books Course conducted by volunteers
from the Junior League of Chicago. The experiment last year was held in several schools
located in less privileged areas, and (.11e groups
were comprised of able readers drawn from
each school. Under the leadership of members
of the Junior League, who had attended sessions
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for leaders in the Junior Great Books, the groups
ranged in size from 12 to 15 members. Pupils,
whose after-school attendance was strictly vol-

untary, demonstrated great enthusiasm for the
special opportunity to read and to discuss significant literature. The project is being continued and expanded this year.

speak at assemblies. Pupils in one school were
invited to attend and to participate in the assemblies of another, Boriltlgt) elitgo groups were held
to 25, librarlaitS Welt, tilde
work much more
m

closely with individual students, teachers, and
parents, and to acquaint students with the richness of community resources through field trips
and guest speakers. One advanced sixth-grade

Summer School

class studied about Shakespeare and read A Midsu in me r Night's Dream and Julius Caesar, mak-

For several years Chicago has had a special
summer school program for elementary pupils
in grades one through six. Twenty schools participated in the program this past summer, and
in some instances the grade levels included nursery and kindergarten classes. The schools
were located in communities where the educational needs are great. Each grade level was
limited to 100 pupil; who were placed in one
of four varying ability groups. The fourth sec-

ing a film of the latter and presenting a puppet
play of the former.
Rendering library strvice to the academically
able is a rewarding experience for all who are
involved. The gifted need to be adequately challenged to maintain high levels of performance
and to awaken and expand their interests across

tion in each grade was composed of pupils of the

the breadth of human knowledge and experience in keeping with their characteristic versatility. To avoid serving them a diluted menu,
library provisions and practices must be well
planned and organized.
In searching for appropriate library materials
for gifted pupils and in endeavoring to provide
significant learning experiences for young peo-

highest academic abilities present. The accomplishments of these groups in reading and in the
use of the library, which was staffed by a selected librarian, were remarkable. Every classroom was engaged in developing an integrated
unit in the area of social studies, science, or language arts for which the library furnished materials. Librarians engaged in developing excit-

ple, let us remember that materials are a partner to methods, but let us not mistake one for
the other. When suitably combined, they are a
fountainhead of learning for all children, espe-

ing reading projects and brought authors to

cially the gifted.
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Library Books for the Gifted
By Arno Jewett, Head, English and Foreign Languages Unit, Bureau of Educational Research
and Development, 0 ince of Education

IN A FEW WORDS I shall explore reasons
why same high school libraries within the

United States are nut stocked with quality
books which tax the mental abilities= and excite

the imagination of gifted boys and girls. Except for standard, accepted classics
T
Pr tyrn of the! Notice, The Rcil Rad gr of 0,i, rage, Do rhl Coppcficld, and modern nontict H11
like Herzog's Annapurna and Sandburg's /011-

ham Lincoln, gifted secondary student; must
often go to the public library or to the local
bookstore to find literature which has the keen
excitement, dramatic realism, and inspirational
power they want.
Literature should help human beings become
humane to the rest of humanity ; it should add to

fiction, and poetry that represent the best literture of the world.
Librarians, I have noticed, are extremely busy

peopletoo busy in some places to read all the
books they rrO have money to bity. Therefore, they refer to booklists before makir g out
purchase orders. For scores of years high
school librarians have relied heavily on the rec-

ommendations of the bulky Standard Catalog
for High School Libraries and its supplements.
In spite of its size, range, and reputation, this
bouklist has been too narrow in its recommendations, especially for the librarian wanting to buy

adolescents' understanding of themselves and
others: and it should extend the experience

books that will appeal to gifted students who,
we know, often read far below their potentialities and are thus our most retarded readers.
To test a hunch that the Standard Catalog for
High School Libraries has certain deficiencies

young people so that they call share the thoughts

in spite of its age--or perhaps because of it

and feelings of the wisest and most sensitive
men in recorded history. To achieve these Inaposes students must have ready access to the
best literature of the past and present rather
than the phony, cheap, bizarre, and sensational
trash that often lures them to part with their
silver coins at the super drugstore. Outside of
one's home the best place to get the best books
is the school library.
Those who teach literature to gifted st talents

have the responsibility of guiding them to constantly higher levels of literary appreciation and
discrimination rather than letting them drift at
their own level under the guise of a free reading
program. The teacher of English cannot as-

sume this difficult responsibility unless the

school librarian purchases books of fiction, non51

I recently spent a few hours examining the contents of the 1962 edition and the 1964 supplement. Let me mention a few things which I
found. t-Tix novels by a writer named William
Campbell Gault were listed, namely, Dint

Thunder, Dirt Track Summer, Drag Strip,
Rough Road to Glory, Speedway Challenge, and
Thundcr Road. About the last book the con-

sultant or reviewer said that a "Distinction is
made between real rudders . . . and phonies;
highway maniacs are treated with contempt."
The word "phonies" caused me to look for J. D.

Salinger's Catcher in the Rye. No novel by
Salinger was listed in the 1962 volume; but his

Franny and Zooey and Lift High the Roof
Rcains,Carpenter, were in the 1964 supplement.
Catcher in the Rye, but not the other two novk

0.)

F11: (IF11-.1)

everyttvhere can and do watch col-

are- included in the late4 edition of

published by the National Council of

Teachers of English.

Hunting further in the

S'anr7,Yr(1

Crtrolog I

found seven science fiction novels by Robert
Heinlein. but no ro I by William Faulkner. our
sixth Nobel Prize winner for literature. The
196-1 supplement lists only one of the dozens
of novels Faulkner wrote during his lifetime.
The one chosen is his last one. Thc
The National Council if Teaclers of English
Faulkner--ute
Root:x for I'sor lists nething
even "The Bear."

As you know, the editors of the

.S.',7!)(7-r(1

asterisks before their "mo -t
l',0((byq place
highly recommended hooks and one a,teri.,k
hefore "hig'::ly recommended" titles. Edna
P..(ft are "most
and
Ferber's i'.;
II1
coatrast,
t-v: tt of the
highly reconr:entied."
greate,t novelists of Ole ctntory. 'l'! em:
and Ernest Ifornillnv:!y, are repr, : tyy, d
t', ...) novels each.

on

F. `cwt

novel, Th,' Gr. (Yr CratSb U. listed without an aster-

isk of reeonunentlyttion, and William t;olding
(,t Wroth by
has none. Neither
Steinheck tour latest Nobel Prize winner). nor
y (not a
his recent fav, 'rite Troy, 1., Tr't h
James
Joyce
\vas
replisted.
great hook) wa.resented hy ttnly one title, his short story "A
Litt le Cloud.''

Good modern poetry seems to ho (21!,:tt!,. ratv\villa lists
feetetl in the 1 Yti2 Strinb,r,1
tt.y.tt s-f iht!
of
poet
none of the collections
nib last
most musical and metaphorical p,. t-t
20 years: John Betjoma o and Dy:an Themits.
I-: 11,Horner', classical epic
i(t....ented by only Padr,iie cf1,;tots
if
n.z
silper:.)r
StVIA*H.
1w1 i.
including
the
os':
Th. (h/Yr.-.t.y.
:;11(1 E. V. Ri(1,

c']!ri'
(tla;y) wit -ayAitu

Lit1'. Mill(' hr,'
reasons

on-II-Hon

prHu-

works from nopular
if.morance, and fear or

f the

Put isn't

i!

hi-

or n,,itt...; or Tom Jones and Squire Western

ft lick:net and romping about with their female
friends, but are hindered from obtaining printed
copies of Fielding's classic in their school libraries? The novel Tom Jones is not listed in the
yt,,,ity Ci!folil or in 1:ook for Yon. Is one
word more powerful today than a thousand pie-

turespictt:res, for example, of yoltiptuon: actresses flaunting their attractions on nle.:e
screens across the Nation?
Another possible reason that gifted students
5!,)

not find certain great titles in their high

.school libraries is that the membership of committos recommending books for booklists is
sometimes too homogeneous in experience and
background. I was surprised to find that not
one man was among the 23 consultants for the
qo The committee for the
1962 Yt,»(1,(0/ Cobb.';.
1961 .supt ,lement did include two male supervisors of social studies. No cmllege English

scholirs or writers of reputation were on the
committee.

Booldi,ts which are tolerant and discriminatint;- should be used more extensively. Two
!.rt tot! ones are B,lulinq Ladders for H n urn rela_
1963, published by the American Council
of Education, and Books for the Teen Aqe, a list
published annually by the New York Public Librory. The New York City list is especially
useful for teachers seeking books in the fields
of art, music. the dance, and distant regions of
the -.vorld. Of course. many librarians go heytual the booklists to the Sat nob? y Beien The
New P»k. Times Book Beien section, Book
to York Peri(' ir of Books and other
literary periodicals when considerin the purci-c,e of new books.
In e-,nt.insion. this line from Emerson applies
to libr;Irim: as well as other educators. "Be an
r stI as (' 'me after
(1,,Hr.;
(,pt npr

The w(.rthwhile hooks which librarians, teacher:t. and others recommend open
.

.

tIte doors to mankind's most relevant experience,
Hlted but all youth.
r not (,nly

Library Materials for the Gifted in the High School Language Arts Programs
Mrs. Ruth Hoffmeger, Consultant for High School Language Arts, Board of Education, Chicago

IN EACH OF THE FIVE basic academic
areasEnglish, foreign language, mathematics, science, and social studiescourses have

been designed to serve gifted students in the
Chicago public schools. This "honors" program
is distinct from the courses which are offered in
advance placemert.
In addition to these two plans, we have the

"100 Progr..m." The 25 students who are the
most gifted young people in th(''r class level in
each of the 4 years of the secondary schools are
enrolled in this program. One hundred such
students are selected in each high school. If a
student is among the top 25 members of the
freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior class,
whether or not he qualifies as "gifted" on an IQ
test, he participates in these special enrichment
classes. This program is conducted to identify
our most promising students and to provide an
especially stimulating and challenging course
for them.
One distinction between these programs for
gifted students and the regular English courses
is the breadth of instructional material,: used.
The administrators and teachers in each school

select these materials from a broad group of
lists. The approved lists are compiled by committees of administrators and experienced, superior teachers. The committees provide classifications of each of the texts, work materials,
and manipulatives. The classifications conform
to the achievement levels in each academic area.
These categories serve as guides for selection of
materials for use in classes for gifted students
aA well as those planned for pupils at other levels.

The library naturally is a vital part of the
program for gifted pupils. There is very close
cooperation between the division of libraries and

the subject-matter consultants from the department of curriculum development, since both
work under the guidance of the same associate
superintendent. A spirit of working together
as members of the same team builds from this
foundation and, as a result, the school librarians

and teachers are closely united in their efforts
to furnish the best possible academic offerings.
The program in the language arts is carefully articulated with the library program at
every level. Consultants frequently eonfer with
the library supervisors and the director regarding course content. Librarians serve on the policymaking and the writing committees of the
curriculum council. Many programs for gifted
students are developed by the combined library
and teaching staffs.
At one high school the teachers and librarians
planned and executed a program in accelerated
reading for college preparatory students. The
English teachers provided test scorea and made
recommendations regarding individual needs.
They cooperated with the librarians in evaluation of the project. The use of mechanical aids
in the program was supervised by the librarians
as were the selection of books, the administration of some standardized comprehension
checks, the keeping of simple records of comprehension scores, and brief reading reports.

Another rewarding program is a cooperative

venture involving students from two high

schools.

The principal of one of these schools

was convinced that the students in a nearby high
school and those in his own school would profit
from a free exchange between the schools other

than in competition in the field of sports. He
thought that the students would enjoy a book
discusc.ion group.

The librarian in his own

Ii n,L LIBRARY sERVICES FOP. GIFTED CHILDREN AND YOUTH

school already had an excellent group of this
type organized. This group activity had been
carried on enthusiastically for 10 years. Once
members of the library club met bea week,
fore class in the morning at 7 ::;0 to discuss paperback books. The key question which these
young people tried to answer about each book

which they elected to read and discuss was,
"Would you recommend adding this book to the
school library?" In this particular school, the
Students were unselected in relation to academic
level, although the students who usually chose
to participate were among the gifted.
The principal suggested a- discussion meeting of the library club group with students from
the other high school. The principtd of the second school endorsed the project. The students
from the second high school who wished to par-

ticipate were members of ao advanced placement seminar in history. The host school extended an invitation to the other stwients. for
breakfast followed by a book talk, and the results have been thrilling.
Once each semester these young people meet
in the lunchroom of the host school for breakand then move to the social room
fast at 7
for discussion of books. Each school serves
as host once during the school year. The host
school provides a student discussion chairman
and selects the books to be discussed. The students typically choose from two to live I, oks.
There are about 25 students who participate
in the dirt ussions.

It is interesting to note the kinds of boobs
On one ',cc:is:ion they eho,,,.
hytThur'Ltndt
t,f 11;.lor!t.

Which they select.

(;4.4.

I

e likman: and Th

Niccolo Machiavelli. A large part o;*
.
the am:e4ingly mature iiscussion center', i
around. Thr ItYjore. ,Anothr g-oup of books selecte,i by the students included ti; 0,,:ro/

Mipil. by Crane I:rint,n ; and I)

rwc,,

A ,e

riea. by Alexis (le Toequevill-.
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One time both groups of students were predominantly freshmen and sophomores. They
chose ar-Bow Incident by Walter Clark, Old

Feller by Fred Gipson, Big Sky, by A:

B.

Guthrie, CorErcd Wagon by Emerson Hough,
Laughing Boy by Oliver La Farge, The Virginian y Owen Wister, Madame Curie by Eve
Anna and the King of Siam by Margaret
C'ur
Landon, and All Quiet on the Western Front by
Erich Remarque. These books were noi: sufficiently related in theme to provide a common
ground for discussion. As a result of this experience, the young people learned to limit the
selections more appropriately.
At the next meeting a group of significant biographies were discussed-: Napoleon by Emil
Ludwig, Albert Einstein by Arthur Beckhard,
Lives of the Noble Greeks by Plutarch, Profiles
in Courage by John Kennedy, and Notebooks of

Leonaedo da Vinci edited by Pamela Taylor.

This discussion was centered around Profiles in
Courage. Albert Einstein was classified as too
elementary for high school use.
When the students decided to discuss the interrelationship of culture and history, they chose
to read Ideas from the Great Books by Mortimer
Adler, History of Western Art by Erwin Christensen, Pa;nter's Eye by Maurice Grosser, and

Popular History of Music from the Gregorian
Chant to Jazz- by Carter Harmon.
It is exciting to see bright young people
eagerly devoting their time and effort to such
a rewarding project. The freshness of viewint, the calm maturity of approach, and the
,.ojoyment of intellectual stimulation which
mark these sessiw' speak well for the fullness
I he future of the students and for the ad\-;:nc;sinent of their communities. It is gratifying- t see the enrichment of the library program
and the expansion of horizons of the classroom
resulting from the cooperative effort to satisfy
the lively, inquisitive minds of gifted youth.

V. Provision of School Library Personnel in Large Cities

Responsibilities of School Library Supervisors in the Provision of Personnel
Winogene L. Bergmazw, Supervisor of School Libraries, Milwaukee Public Schools
WHEN A BOARD OF SCHOOL" directors

begins to plan a new school building, an
architect is selected to prepare specifications to
fit the needs of the school Program to be offered.

It is important to note that the specifications

are first established by a professional staff prior
to the.selection of a contractor. Similarly, specifications for equipment are essentia,L an intelligent selection of materials. Row 'much
more important it is that specifications be
prepared by professional educators for the selec-

tion of teachers and librarians.

.

In.the Milwaukee Public Schools, recruitment

arid selection of school librarians is under the
direction of the department of teacher personnel which is responsible to the superintendent
of scho6ls. This department is staffed by ar.
assistant superintendent, an executive director,
and three supervisors. Two other assistant
tmperintendents and the administrative assistant to the superintendent assist in recruitment.
The personnel of the department take care of
applications and interviews at the administration building. The teacher personnel department is responsible for the recruitment, retention, promotion, compensation, transfer, and
separation of employees.
Considering the size of the Milwaukee Public

School system-120,000 students. 4,300 teachers, 35 librariansthis is not a large personnel staff, but its impo-ztance and area of responsibility increase steadily.

During the spring and fall seasons, all of the
department personnel go on recruitment tours
cgl:ering approximately 150 colleges in about
Tr of the States bordering Wisconsin. The
department has recently sent interviewers to

California, Massachusetts, New York, and Colorado. The college placement- departments are

notified of the coming visit and appointments
are made. If a definite commitment can be obtained, applications are provided. Personal
interviews with the staff in Milwaukee are encouraged for prospective teachers and librarians. Close contact is maintained at all times
with local colleges and universities.
Librarians must submit the same formal application blank as teachers. This requests all
the personal information, educational and professional training, extracurricular and social
activities, and recommendations. A transcript
of the college record and a copy of the birth
certificate are also required. There are no
questions to determine race or religion of the
candidate.
All teachers- and librarians appointed to the
staff of the Milwaukee Public Schools must have

been graduated from an accredited college,
earned a baccalaureate degree, have satisfactory

references and credentials on file, and hold a
valid teacher's license issued by the State department of public instruction. Librarians
must also hold a license to teach an also have
completed a minimum of 15 semester hours in
library science that include courses in school
library administration, cataloging and classification, book selection, materials, and reference.

It is our policy to require that our senior high
school librarians have 24 hours in library science, or they must complete courses to that
amount as soon as possible.

Ratings for librarians are given at inter-

views by at least one or more members of the
department of teacher personnel, plus the as61
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sistant superintendent in charge of the secondary schools, and the supervisor of library
__services. The application is then sent to the

will acquaint them with the basic library procedures of the Milwaukee Public Schools. If

board of examiners for further review and p,,sition assignment. Applications for librarians
who have not been able to come for a personal
interview are reviewed before this meeting by
the library supervisor. The board of examiners
may vote to accept the application, to defer and
place it on file, or to reject it vith regret. Ap-

immediately to her assigned school, the supervisor of library serries visits daily to acquaint
her with all the necessary information.
In addition to the _s.olarvisory assistance,
other service.zaart so: plied.
a curriculum
guides to aid la:
ocira an over :11 picture
of the school pr6gy.L-z;
special telecasts to

plications may be deferred if the information
is not as complete as desired, if there is some
question about the qualifications of the applicant. or if the probable number of open position do not materialize.

In making assignments, consideration is
given to the professional training and experience of the individual and the n :itching up of
vacancies with appointees who,o training atnd
certification qualify them for the assignment.
Teachers or librarians presently appointed have
the privilege of req uesti rag reassignment. C
is given to these requests before assignment of a new person is made. Personnel
making these assignments also try to take into
account the amount of travel time between home
and school, the balance of experienced personnel
in newly opened schools especially. and the needs
and interests of the individual schools. The

superintendent of schools is responsible for the
final selection of teachers and librarians. lie
accepts the recommendation of the board of examiners. and presents these recommendations
to the board of school directors for approval.

After the librarian has been accepted. she
is required to attend a 3-day orientation period
before the opening of school or is employed
directly for the fcill week before the opening of
s-hoot. The orientation program acquaints the
new employee with the personnel of the central
office and their responsibilities. with provisions
for sick leave, absence, social security. health
and life insurance, and some information aboot
the city system in general. Kits of information,
given to each new employee, include hassle information about the system. a map of the city

it is more important that the librarian report

orient new peraorinat ;..

w curriculum develop-

ments as well as to :.oli'Losize them with new
instructional
tiod procedures. Insery ice courses and o:arkshops are arranged to
offer practical suggio>t'..ons :lating to the inatructional program, and special bulletins are

distributed to all sJtools to provide general
information about
.sahool system and curriculum matters. Trio Milwaukee public schools
provide five dist inc', ty;'es of inservice education
programs without college or university sponsor-

shipcommittee service, special courses, small
group projects, institutes, and workshops. Several hundred regular programs are also offered
by local colleges and universities.
.

Following the initial appointment by the
school board, the work of each librarian and
teacher is evaluated by the principal once each
semester during a probationary period of three
years. If, within this period, the work is un-

satisfactory, the teacher or librarian may be
dropped.

One unsatisfactory rating requires a

formal interview with the library supervisor
and the assistant superintendent in charge of
the secondary schools. A second unsatisfactory

rating results in loss of the position. Sometimes, if there are extenuating circumstances,
and upon the recommendation of the principal
and library supervisor, the individual may be
placed in another school, but usually only one
transfer in the probationary period is allowed,
and is seldom used. Upon satisfactory completio: of the 3-year probationary period, the
librarian gains permanent tenure. She is assured of a permanent position, assuming satisfactory personal and professional performance.

indicating the location of the schools. and a

The supervisor of library services works

handbook of welcome to the city and its schools.
Librarians also receive a library handbook that

closely with the department of teacher personnel
in these ways :

PROVISION OF SCHOOL LIBRARY PERSONNEL

1. All applications for library positions are re-

viewed and evaluated by the supervisor of library
service.
2. All prospective librarians are sent to the library
supervisor for a personal interview. and a ra-..ng
card is placed on file with a correspon,iing recom-

3. Strive to relieve or correct any unreasonable, inriezible selection requirements; develop a real-

istic and effective selection program that will
emphasize high professional standards, attract
high caliber individuals, maintain and make
known desirable working conditions, and the attractions of the local community (including the
:ocal library community).

mendation for employment.

3. AU inquiries regarding library positions are refcrred to the supervisor.
4. Close personal contact is maintained with the

4. Identify the unattractive with the attractive
features of the assignment so that the person
feels it is as_ important that he be satisfied with
the position he accepts as it is iswlhe employer
to be satisfied with him. However, Aphasize the
opportunities and advantages equivalent to those
offered by other areas of library or teachirg em-

library science staff of the local and State

colleges and universities so that prospective openings in schools are made known to them. They,

in turn, often refer students or graduates to us
for consideration.

5. Maintain close contact with the State school library supervisors so that they are aware of local
needs and may make recommendations.

6. A current list of applicants is maintained. Perhaps one of the best ways is to have a good,
sympathetic working relationship with )ne's own
employed librarians. They do the best job of
selling the services and qi dity of the school
library program if they are happy, content, and
satisfied with their own positions. Many of our
needs are filled with just such informal proceduresinformal but effective. Librarians are
very good judges of other fellow professionals.
7. Opportunities for recruitment by the school library supervisor are sometimes at hand when
filling speaking engagements at career conferences, faculty and PTA meetings, workshops,
aad institutes.
R. If applications are uncertain or lacking, notice
may be placed in professional journtils, or listed
at State and national library association meet-

9. All transfers of library personnel are effected
with cooperation between the assistant saperintendent and the library supervisor.

Below are recommendations that might improve the provision of library persont.el and
emphasize the responsibilities of the library
supervisors :
1. Develop a satisfactory job definition and description of the position of librarian in the schools
that might be sent to college and university
placement bureaus to prospective empl,yers, and
distributed on recruitment tours.
prorni:;2. Conduct an active, farsighted sear, ;
inf.?: candidates throughout the year, not merely
on the recruitment tours.

t i3

ployment, or in employment by industry.
5. Make clear to the person interviewed the respective responsibilities of staff in the department of
teacher personnel and the services and responsi-

bilities of the library supervisor so that she

ft.

knows to whom to turn for advice and counsel.
Develop a program for intraschool visitation to
observe established libraries with their procedures.

It is generi...y conceded that the success in any
endeavor is closely related to the quality of personnel who perform the tasks necessary to effective results. This assumption is as applicable
to school systems as it is to any other field. The
extent to which librarians and library services
succeed will depend, to a large degree, upon the
quality of the personnel engaged and upon the
effectiveness with which individual and group
responsibilities are discharged. It is necessary
to face and to overcome stern competition from

business, industry, defense agencies, government, and many other professions in order to
acquire and keep the limited supply of high cali-

ber personnel. It will mean immediate and
long-term planning to attract, retain, and develop the human resources needed for the library program, and tq bring about and maintain
a climate where the librarian can and will ex-

press his creative ability and leadership ; to
develop a library staff which can make education a positive force for student progress and
betterment, and provide children and youth with
educational opportunities of the highest quality.
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Evelyn Peters, Supervisor of Library Services, New Orleans Public Schools
The working relationship between the supervisor of library services and the director of personnel is a pleasant and often flexible one. The
supervisor of library services assists as a con-

sultant and a resource person, but has no administrative authority. Final decisions on job
assignments, transfers, and dismissals of librarians rest with the director of personnel.
Twice a year a team from the division of personnel visits campuses in Louisiana and Mississippi. On the fall trip, seminar groups of seniors are encouraged to consider coming to New
Orleans. In the spring, those looking for jobs

are interviewed, and, if suitable, are offered
jobs.

To qualify for a library position, the applicant must hold a baccalaureate degree with 18
semester hours in library science, 3 of which

must be for school library practice, have attained the proper score in the National Teacher
Examination and in the Library Examination,
possess a regular Louisiana teaching certificate,
and be able to pass the medical examination.
Ratings are assigned 4.,n the base.; of examination scores, scholastic record, and a personal
interview. For veteran libr:.rians, past experience is cons;dered.
The division of personnel has screened candidates before they are referred to the supervisor
of library services for further evaluation. The
supervisor does not see candidates if some portion of the processing has not been completed or
no jobs are open at that time. It sometimes

happens that persons apply first to the supervisor, in which case they are informally interviewed and then referred to personnel. Contacts are often made at teachers' and librarians'
conventicns, and through library schools by the
vioa
supervisor.
New librarians are on probation for 3 years
during which time the principal makes a progress report each semester. Inservice training

for one year is given by the supervisor of library services as part of the overall program

for newly appointed persons. The supervisor is
responsible for assisting in achieving smooth
change in operation, aiding the college or public
librarian to adapt his training and experience
to the needs and practices of a public high school
and to the New Orleans school system. The

s'ipervisor works with the librarian to solve
problems if they arise. When appropriate, con-

ferences are held with the principal of the

school to which the school librarian is assigned.
If neces:. try, a problem is taken to the director
of curriculum services in the division of instru'
tion under whom the supervisor works.

There are many facets to the working
relationship between the supervisor of library
services and the director of personnel. The

ultimate aim of both is the provision of librarians dedicated to helping young people
learn how to learn, and in helping them appreciate what instructional materials car. mean to
them now and in the future.

Inservice Education Programs for School Librarians and Teachers in New York City
Mrs. Esther Kramer, Assistant Director, School Library Service, New York City
Board of Education
FROM MY EXPERIENCE talking to many

teachers, says Dr. James B. Conant, "I
am convinced that taking courses is in danger
of becoming an occupational disease. . . . Discussing this subject in a summer school with
more than one group of teachers who were purring with pleasure at their continuing education, I felt as if I were talking to opium smokers
who were praising the habit of which they had
long since become the victims."
Dr. Conant was referring to the formal
courses that teachers take .to be eligible for
salary increment. He does approve of the plan
of inservice education where a group of teachers of similar interests get together or are

brought together to attack a problem of mutual
concern. He also approves of the type of inservice education that is provi ,led by the National Science Foundation .here intensive
instruction is given in d, few weeks by pre fessors in the field. He prefers a planned program
type of inservice training.

Although the form of inservice programs

may vary from city to city, even within one city
system, depending on the need, the objectives
are always the same. The purpose of inservice
training is basically the improvement of performance through increased and up-to-date
knowledge. The term "inservice" training may
have many meanings. In some school systems
"inservice" may mean the training given onthe-job to clerical staff members who have not
had formal business training. It may be the
training given to clerical or professional staff
in the use of special equipment such as photocopying machines, or circulation machines (if

you're fortunate or rich enough to have such
modern equipment in the library). It may
mean training in the special procedures used in
the preparation of books or the preparation of
catalog cards. For the professional staff you
might want to include an introduction to the
function of the library and the use of library
materials, trends, and techniques.
In New York City we think of inservice training on a citywide basis as that program which
was established for teachers as far back as 1936.
The inservice program has grown from a single
course given by the board of superintendents to
more than 535 courses listed in the Inserrice
Bulletin for the school year 1964-65. These
courses are planned for 15 weeks a semester and
are conducted in all fields. One such course,
offered by the Chinese Institute in America in
cooperation with the board of education, is in
Chinese folklore and children's literature, another given in cooperation with the French Cul-

tural Embassy is called the Culture and

Civilization of France. These courses are frequently given by supervisors or fellow teachers
after school. They are used by the teaching
staff for salary increment and until September
1964, have been acceptable to fulfill eligibility
license requirements. This is an elective program given after school as distinct from on-thejob training given during the school day and in
which a teacher or librarian has no choice.
Each semester, the supervisory staff of the
Bureau of Libraries gives courses after school
in the organization and administration of elementary school libraries and in the organization
of junior high school libraries to teachers who
65
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are responsible for the library program in their
These courses are givvn to help them
understand the purpose and function of the library program as well as the clerical. technical.
and managerial fespon6ibilities of the library.
schools.

They are taught how to integrate the library

program with the curriculum. They are taught
about the physical organization, the preparation
of materials and are given guidance in working

with teachers and in teaching library skills.
Part of each session is devoted to discussion and
possible solution of immediate problems.
When these new people were faced with ordering books. the instructor went through, step
by step, the sources fur hook selection and the
actual procedures involved in preparation of the
order. There was discussion on how to use

teachers' requests for special titles and what to
do with suggestions that could not be used at
this time.
One of the requirements for the teacher of
library license in New York City is a course in
"Methods of Teaching the t'se of Hooks and
Libraries." We have had such an inservice
course which ran for 15 weeks. and was given
as a laboratory course on the high school level.
We selected a school which had a late session

and arranged to have the students from the
course take over the teaching of the classes
which had been scheduled to come to the library.
The student teacher planned a meeting with the
classroom teacher to discoss the projected visit
just :LA he would if it wire in hip
set-trio!
He also spent time famiiiarizing lOrrs,-If with
the resources of the
before be,Jinnin,,f to
teach.
When the class was over and the student = had

gone, his fellow stodents dissected the le-.son
presentation and commended or criticized his
efforts. Librarians learned to discriminate. to
plan a library lesson with the class teacher, and
put into practice the principles and theories of
teaching. They learned from each other and
helped each other.

For the first time, a new course in the function an techniques of hook talks is being
introduced for junior and senior high school
librarians. Demonstration book talks to be
given
members of the class are planned for
the second half of the semester.

Another special inservice course was given
for the past 4 years in book reviewing and book
selection. Each member of the class read at
least one book per week. Class reports were
followed by discussion. In addition to dev.doping criteria and discrimination in book selection
for young people, many titles were added to our
approved list for school purchase. One class

member expressed the value of the course by
saying, "It's too bad we can't take the course
again because this is one of the few courses
that's really a fun course."
When the district library program began in
1956, only 2 of the 25 positions were filled with
professionally trained librarians. Obviously

some form of inservice training was indicated
that would prepare these people to organize
and develop elementary school libraries immediately. The need dictated the type of training
that was planned. A concentrated program
was conducted for 3 full weeks, during which
time the future librarians were given the beginning of an intensive course in children's literature, a course in the organization and
administration of an elementary school library
and a course in the organization and administration of a junior high school library, all taught
by bureau of libraries staff. After the 3-week
period, these courses were continued on the 2
(lays a month that the librarians came into the
bureau office.

At the same time, these teachers converting
to librarians were enrolled in library schools,
taking, one or two courses after school, evenings
,(n di Saturdays. Now that the district librarians

base completed their library-school training.
they are still continuing with the inservice
training at the bureau of libraries, but it has
long since developed into workshops, discussions. and business meetings. The group is developing a curriculum bulletin for elementary
school libraries to be used throughout the city.
The members of the group discuss common
problems, receive and exchange continued guidance in book selection, and are given guidance

by the supervisory staff and by each other for
meetings with the teachers in their districts who are responsible for libraries in indivi(ivaj schools. Some of the workshop time is
spe,.t. in visiting, as a group, in schools of dis-
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Unlit September 196:3. the junior high school

other librarians as w-ell as in visiting-

trio-
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and special libraries to expand their

Mir:icy program was a scheduled program in

knowiedge of other types of libraries.
hen each of our school districts re, ales:.
teachers' course in children's literature. the trict librarians were well prepared to give each

as though they were reporting. for hygiene.

pubs:

which pupils rep,aned to the library once a wet-k

health education, or any other subject class that
met only once a week. Lessons on the use of the

library unrelated to any subject class were
given and the teacher did not come with his

courses, and they are contintlieg to give ',lam
to the elementary school teachers as a part
the after-schaol inservice training program.
Teachers elect to take these courses. This year
nine such courses are listed in the bulletin.
Lust year. one of our district librarians, in

class. Not only was it difficult for the librarian
to function as a librarian but the scheduled pro-

gram presented problems in recruitment as
well. To fit all the classes into such a tight organization every week, meant having double
classes as well as crowding the library every
period. NO time was available to do a professional jab. to do book selection, reading guidance or to prepare materials for the classes.
The librarian could not prepare a lesson that
was meaningful. There was no time to plan

ermc.,eratior. with the cin-nrriunity coordinator.
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trict meetings. Ideas of how to v..ork with
parents and teachers and demonstration lessIon.4
in teaching skills were given at these orientation meetings. District meetings are held
to k.p them informed, gi %-e a-aid:ince in i-ak
selection, as well as for discus.-:ions and for
j,raini-inea in -nolving problems-. Tine Belle':!Il of

astak out suggestions to each s,f t hi.
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with the teat-her, nor could she even get to krow
the students.
In September 1963 there was a breakthrough

when the junior high school library program
became a flexible program integrated with
classroom activities, the library serving as a
reading and reference center to meet the indi-

vi,lual needs of all the pupils. The teacherF and
librarian now work together as a team.
Preparation for the new program was begun

during the spring of 1963 with a briefing of

junior high school principals by the director of
libraries and the assistant director of junior
1-:i;..,}! school libraries at a meeting of the junior
high school division. Boroughwide workshops
are 1:1)11; held twice a year. for a full day, once
in int. far :ind fairf in the spring, where demon7ration library lessons are integrated with social studies, science, and other subjects. Closed
circuit television was used in one demonstration
to show the use of the overhead projector.
Small groups in buzz sessions discuss problems common to all and report suggestions for
their solution to the group. Plans for the future include disrussions on book selection,
demonstrations of book talks, examples of outstanding bibliographies, and a sharing of the
best. library practices.
ins.-rvice program should he designed
with the purpose of assisting the professional
1.a.ep abreast Of the vast accumulation
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of knowledge and the new developments in the
field: The program should promote continued
growth and improvement of personnel. People
who are new on a particular job or new to the
field need assistance in coping with the many

new problems they face and must have some
place to get answers to their questions. Inservice training also serves the purpose of filling
in the gaps where professional training was riot
complete.
I recall my first inservice course in New York
City. It was more than 10 r...ars since I had
graduated from college and very nearly 10 years
since I had been in a classroom. During the depression teaching jobs were not easily come by.
The "activity" program was in its experimental
stage. My college training did not and could

not anticipate this experiment. The instructor
was a very dynamic elementary school principal
whose school was very much involved with the
new program. When we heard so.ne of the
teachers at our inservice sessions am: when we
visite their classes we could understand how to
prepare and teach with this new appr' ach. I re-

call how frightened I had been of going into a
classroom to teach, and although I didn't develop
any degree of competence in teaching for quite
some time, this course helped me to overcome the

first obstaclefear due to ignorance.
To cover all possibilities, a well-designed inservice training program covers all the activities in which Professional personnel is involved
in the process of discharging their respon-ibilities on the job. When I went to library school
there was no television, and when I was a school

librarian not too many years back there were
no computers. It was considered an asset to be

able to use a typewriter when I entered library
but wasn't required. Its a long way between the handwritten catalog card and the computerized printed book catabw'.

The importance of inservice training is best
expressed in the Senate report coverirg the new
bill to extend the National Defense Education

Act and providing for institutes for school Iibrarians in title XI

The committee recommends that the successful
institutes experience be extended to improve the
qualifications of individuals who are engaged in

. . .

or who are or are preparing to become school education media specialists or librarians. Trained
school librarians and school library sup!rvisors are
also in critically short supply despite t emphasis

by many educational authorities tl at strongly
recommend that school libraries are essential for
every good school program. . . . Institutes for

school library personnel, as authorized in this bill,
can contribute substantially to filling the need for
trained staff to perform this essential school service.

Both the House and the Senate bill, although
differing in other areas, provide for institutes "for
study in the use of new materials, to improve the
qualifications of individuals engaged in elementary
or secondary schools as library personiLel, or
teachers or supervisors of such personnel."

There is no one best way to get a program
started and there is no one plan that is superior
to all others. An inservice program must fit the
needs of the system, the needs of the teachers
and the needs of the librarians. It should be the
result of their interests, problems, and cooperative efforts and should help the recipients of this

program make use of their creative abilities.
The workshop seems to be the most accepted
form in inservice education. This term is usually applied to the situation where a group works

together to develop new skills, new ideas, and
new methods to improve the quality of their performance. There is usually a resource person or a director. Whatever form the inservice
course take:, to be effective, it should be based
on sotind principles of :earning and it must be
significant to the persons taking it.

VI. Financial Support for School Libraries in Large Cities

School Libraries and School Support in the Large Cities
of Educational
Albert L. Alford, Specialist, Public Finance and School Support, Division
Organization and Administration, U.S. Office of Education

AS THE RANGE AND COMPLEXITY of
learning in our elementary and secondary
schools expands, the school library will come to
play a role comparable to that in institutions of
higher education. In higher education, I think
it would be agreed that you cannot have a firstrate college without a first-rate library. If this
is not already true, it will become true for elementary and secondary schools. The ability to
effectively use reference sources becomes more
and more critical as the expanding universe of
knowledge allows the individual to readily retain
in his mind a smaller and smaller percentage of
needed information, whatever the improvements
in retentive ability in quantitative terms.
Although we may agree on the importance of
improving library facilities in the large city
schools, we must face the ultimate testhow and
where to obtain the money necessary to finance
these improvements. I propose to discuss some
of the problems of financing facing the large
cities, both internal and external, and in general
terms some of the possible solutions. I could
not, however, offer any single solution, acceptable to all, unless I possessed an unlimited
checking account.
Administrators of programs are frequently
interested in only thr short -range or immediate

source of money to finance their programs.

They rely on the next higher level of administration through the budgetary process to provide

the operating funds. Each higher level of administration must of necessity take a broader
view of competingnee,fls and resources until the
top level is reached. The top adminishiator
must face not only the question of competing

needs but the question of sources of funds o
support the prr."....ams, whether it be by direct
charge or by grants from
taxation or
,overnment. For intergovernanother leve
menta' grants cne responsibility for revenue is
ile, at lea2t hopefully, ',.1;ninistrative
shifted
,1,1-tinedan ideal
authority for exprn,7..itu::
t,f the adminissituation from the point o:
trator, if the funds are adequate.
While from a practical point of 1, iew, administrators of school libraries might be interested

mostly in how to obtain a larger share of the

school budget, it is important from a long-range

point of view to have an understanding of the
broad spectrum of financial problems facing the
large city school systems.

We shall try to look at both the internal and

external faeors which may affect a
budget.
factors.

school

Let us first look at some of the internal

Budgetary and Administrative Process
The budgetary process, as you are aware, is
the procedure used in modern administration to
allocate limited resources to the various activities on the basis of their importance to the overall purpose of the organization. The determination of what is important or the arrangement
of activities into same scale of relative importance is frequently not easy. In actual practice,
such supposedly objective methods as the award-

ing of qualitative points or weights and the
regular review of the value of each activity in an

organization are rarely applied. Instead, it is
usually assumed that a going activity is of suffi71
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cient value to be continued unless some unfortunate event has focused adverse attention upon
it. Ordinarily, only requests for money for new
activities or the expansion of old activities come
under real scrutiny for budgetary purposes.
This point is not intended as a cynical view of
the budgetary process since there are some good
reasons why it operates in this way. The following are among those reasons : (1) the values
of activities do not ordinarily change rapidly,
(2) the activities are composed of people carrying out jobs and most administrators are not so
impersonal that they enjoy uprooting and changing people about, much less abolishing their jobs,
and (3) the administrative costs of a complete

annual review would probably offset any ,economies uncovered.

The point to be made of all this is that the
persons supporting the expansion of school
libraries must convince the school administration and the school board or final approving au-

thority that the library is an essential part of

the educational process and should take priority
over other activities in the allocation of educational funds.
How do you go about convincing those in au-

thority that the expansion of school library
services is essential? There are a number of
ways. Conferences such as these, if properly
publicized, can do much to bring to the attention

of school authorities the necessity for improved
library service and the contribution it can make
to the educational process.
Outside support through various professional
associ...tions can also be influential. The American Association of School Librarians in coop-

eration with a number of other professional

groups has established a comprehensive set of
standards to serve as guidelines for establishing
adequate school library facilities.' The Council
of Chief State School Officer: has urged the
strengthening of centralized school libraries in
a policy statement issued in 1961.2

Special or categorical State or Federal support programs can encourage the allocation of
more dollars for. specific activities through

!:t
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d011ar-matching provisions and might be effec-

tive for libraries, but. phis will not assure the
participation of all systems if they are not con-

vinced of the vale, since they must provide
some of the dollars involved. They may prefer
to put these dollars into something else.
Perhaps the best and most lasting method of
assuring adequate library support is to convince
the teachers of the importance and value of the

use of libraries in the teaching process. If a
teacher is convinced that library work is essential for effective teaching, then that teacher is

likely to let the principal know if the library
needs improving, or, as in many elementary
schools, creating. The teacher is, or at least

should be, the focal point of educational administration. School administration should be
keyed to needs of the teaching staff which in turn
must be keyed to educational needs of th.. student and society. Unfortunately, this ideal situation does not always exist, but we can assume
that "good" administrators and "good" teachers

are oriented in this manner. This statement is
not intended to make any invidious distinction
between teacher and administrator. Both are

essential under modern conditions.
To some extent this may be a spiraling proc-

essupward or downward. If teachers want
and use. a library, or rather encourage their

students to use it, then the demand for improve-

'rent is likely to occur, whatever the current
leyei of quality, so that the overall effect is a

spiraling upward of library use and quality.
If, on the other hand, the library facilities are
inadeqtiate or nonexistent, and the teacher decides to rely on other teaching devices, even if
less effective, then not only will there be no demand, but there might even be an indication, be-

cause of nonuse, that current facilities can be
reduced.

Every librarian can encourage the fullest use
of the library facilities. It may be more pleasant
to work in an empty library, but nothing could
wreck a budding library program more than to
provide reasonable facilities and books and= -then

have these facilities lightly used. Any budgetmaker worth his salt is going to question whether

the dollars for. such facilities are being wisely
used, whatever the theoretical value of the program.
41,
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Encouragement of library use will require

diplomacy and tact, and will certainly require a
more extensive liaiso71 between the librarian and

the teaching staff. As a matter of fact, the
teaching staff should become involved in the
work of the library to as high a degree as possible. This dots not mean turning over the work

of the librarian to 'the teachers, but the latter can
play :la important role in, the decisions on bools
urefeeses and evaluation of library services ited
procedures. Involvement of the teacher in library activities and familiarizat ;int of all teae-hers with library facilities arid use in the teaching-

process is critical. The head Tibrarian in a
shofil should therefore consider herself or himself it, an administrator with the task of seeing
that the library is fully a1id effectively used. It
must not be viewed as a specialized little hideaway %%Imre one can lose oneself in the routine of
processing. This enhanced role
catzd,vinv
is \veil illustrated in r.ri :article in the September 196.1, NEA Jorrinat about the Knapp School
Libraries Project and in particular, the Marcus
W)Iitman School in Richland. Wash. Teacher
narticipation and use of the library is em phasized.

-In the ailmini4.ration of libraries it would be

helpful at'il probably essential to .decentralize

the purchasing of books as much as.ler.-ally possible so/that the library collections urns be kept
its ill,t'qqate in size and content.
curreyff
In some school systoms the laisine.,,s management afol financial matete-ernenr activities are
kept quite distinct even to the point of having
a fiscal otlicer equal in status to the superintendent. '['his segregation of fiscal activities usually
results in a high degrye of centralization ill purchasing and other financial transactions, some-

times required by li.vanI soreetirnes by

I() hp or11,ext,asie,i
delays
once or twice a vear
ia.ce.isity
deli'ery. This miry lie related tae roe
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library purchases could not be made on an irregular or at least more frequent basis.
Competitive bidding is a s. idard device used
le. the Government to assure the lowest. possiblu
prices. It has :Llways been recognized, howuver, that low prices are significant only when
specific standards of quality are maintained.
It ha.s also been generally recognized ti ,t compotitive bidding is only of value for fairly substani ial items since administrative costs and inconvniences will offset any savings for smaller
items. Books carry an established list price
vith publishers' discounts usually allowed for
library and certain other categories of users.
The main advantage of competitive bidding
would come from the amount of additional discount \villasan individual bookdealer would give
flour his profit margin. This obviously could
be done best on the basis of a specific list of
books, but most dealers should also be able to
bid on a discount rate to be given on all 'books
purchased from them as well as a specific list.
This would involve an averaging of expected
purchases, since publishers' discounts vary, but
this could be estimated on the basis of paSt puriases,-particularly in systems of the size repre-_
seated here. Such bidding on discount rate
might require the library to adhere to minimum
elders because of handling costs, but they should
sl ill be small enough to allow regular ordering
end to keep the shelves current. Such procedllres shopld meet the purpose of competitive
though it might be necessary to change
the law or a fiscal authority's interpretation in
:folic systems before they could be put into effect.

The librarian should he alert to the adoption
IC improved techniques for library operation in
order to obtain maximum service for each dollar
Iiielgeted. There is no implication here that it
will he possible to reduce The dollars spent but
only that it might be possible to provide addiieeil service at a lotver unit cost. Automation
already touching library procedures, and centralization of the technical processes and the
p;issi'de creation of library curriculum units
which could be Moved within a school system

:ter possible savings on a unit cost basis.

These are things which you know best and have
been iliscussing. I mention them in 'passing
not only because the posture of modernity can
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make a favorable impression on the budget
makers, but as Dr. Brownell mentioned, it is essential that we /.:se all available techniques and
devices to makc the dollar go further, since we
are not likely to get.all the dollars we want.

.

One final factor is the relationship between
the public library and the school library. We
recognize that there is an important difference
between the function of the school library and
that of the public library, but this may not be
clear to the general public or to all school board
members. It is perhaps not even clear to many
educators. The role of the school library and
its relation to the curriculum needs to be clearly
defined and enunciated; otherwise, there k a
temptation at budget time to rationalize away
the differences and emphasize the similarities
for a possible savings in dollars.
There is, without question, an interrelatiership between the school and the public library as

there is between many other functions of government and the educational system. There

may be even a closer relationship as tho educational system in the large city takes on an even
greater portion of the process of social integration of the child.

The probletn is one of keeping

the roles of the different institutions clearly
defined and in perspective.
The foregoing, comments have not. unfortunately, given you a blueprint for obtaining a
bigger share of the school budget. but may have
provided some insight into the problem of obtaining that 'larger share. Lot is now look at

the fiscal facts of the large city and note the
relationship to the costs of a fully adequate
school library -:ystem.

Cost of an Adequate School Library System
If we accept the standards set by the American A.:sociation of School Librarians and the
American Library Association, we have a basis
for determining what school systems should he
spending each year for school libraries. Even
these standards. as detailed as they aro. must.
of neee:,-ity. leave some variables which will
,requ ire'interpretat ion.

Using the lowest s.andarils figures and conservative estimates f,,r the
areas where the standards are not specific still
results in total figures of substantial propor:ion.

American Library Association standards for
annual expenditures indicate a range of from $4
to $6 per pupil for regular library books. Using

average daily membership (ADM) for pupils
and the $4 figure, the 21 largest cities should
have been spending $17,634,660 per year for li-

brary books in 1962-63.3 In addition, the ALA
calls for funds for reference books, periodicals,
and professional collections for faculty members. It is estimated conservatively that $1,200

per school per year might supply these needs.
With 4,741 schools in the 21 largest cities' this
would add $5,689,000 to the annual expenditure
for a total of approximately $23 million. These
figures do not include money for rebinding, supplies and equipment for libraries, or collections
of supplementary materials fox classroom and
other use. These 21 cities were actually spend-

ing approximately $4,309,000 in 1962-63 for
these materials. This leaves an annual deficit
of approximately $18,691,000.

The American Library Association has set
some standards also on the size of central library

collections which the schools :hould maintain.
For the larger systems this runs approximately
10 books per student. Our 21 cities actually
have approximately 4 books per student leaving
a deficit of 6 books per student. Translating
this deficit into dollar terms by using a very
conservative $4 per book average cost and ADM
figures for 1962-63, a substantial figure of some

$106 million is obtained. However, this is a
deficit which is long-range rather than annual.
Finally, it is necessary to have personnel to

man the fully equipped libraries. Using a

standard of one librarian for each 400 students,
the 21 largest cities should be employing 11,022
such professionals, but in 1962-63 they were
only employing 2,049. Taking a conservative '
entry salary of $5.000 per librarian, this deficit
of 8.97:1 would add $44,865.000 to annual expenditures. It is possible that some persons are
currently performing part of the tasks of these
librarians which would reduce the net cost for
owl other figures on :!.1 larzest cities are taken from
1,i10-y
1.:, ision
ithlu!!1 I,.
1962_
of Lihrrry
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replacement with qualified librarians. To offset this,.however, is the ALA standard of one
library clerk for each 600 students. We do not
have cornratative figures to give a calculated
deficit for this item, but it would probably be
substantial.
As a grand total, the cities are faced with an
annual increase of almost $64 million plus whatever effort can be made to offset the $106-million
deficit in library collections. if the standards of
the ALA were to be met. Thk does not include

any money for the-housing of libraries, or for
audiovisual materials, which can be considered
a part of the central library operation and is so
organized in many systems.
Taken alone, these totals are substantial but
they need to he put in the perspective of total
current expenditures by the large cities and the
total needs of these large city school systems.
The 21 largest city school rays' ems had total current expenditures of around $2 billion for
1962-63.' The $64-million increase would be
slightly more than 3 percent of he total current
.is.rating expenses. For the items with which
we are working, an estimate of actual expendi.

figure of $106 million could be used as a bench-

mark to measure improvement or decline in
future years without the expectation of its immediate elimination. It may be similar to the
measure of classroom shortage.

It may be of interest to compare the professional need fur school librarians to the profes-

sional needs of the total large city school
We can use as a benchmark the conservative goal of 50 professionals per thousand
students.''
The Research Council of the Great Cities Program for School Improvement has supplied in its
studies and publications valuable data for a number of very large cities.' If the practices of the
large cities in this group are typical of the total
group of 21 we are considering, then a figure of
approximately 40 professionals would represent
current practice. New York City which has
about 45 professionals per thousand pupils must
be considered separately from the group because
of its size. Adjusting for. New York City, it can
systems.

be estimated that the 21 city systems would

This would

need about 39,000 additional professionals to
bring them up to the standard of 50 per thousand pupils. The approximately 9,000 librarians

mean more than a fourfold increase in current
expenditures for centralized .school libraries, a
factor which certainly has buds-et:try implica-

estimated as needed above would represent about
23 percent of the total. You can decide whether
this would be too much to expect as the school

tures wot I id run closer to 1 percent.

tions

library's share of any increments.

tion, it should be emphasized that an adequate
current expenditure budget for libraries would
in a reasonably amount of time eliminate this
deficit. If, for example, a book is considered to
have a life expectancy of years, this would result ina net increase in the total collection of
three-fourths book for every book purchased. If
we assume that the $4 minimum per student rscommended by the ALA will buy one book. then
the deficit of six books per student which we

Financing the Big Cities

With reference to the deficit in size of collec-

noted above would be eliminated in 8 years if the
ALA minimum annual expenditure were maintained: If the average life expectancy is longer,
the collection will grow More rapidly. It would
seem as a practical matter, therefore. that major
attention and concentration can be placed on the
annual expenditure and that the collection deficit
3 National Education As4ociatiiii. Sri rtrd
rl,00l ..,t/gterng, ;9'.?
1941.

'of 1,,,71

It would

seem that increases in the school library budget
will have to be spread over a number of years
unless substantial special aid programs above
the local distr;st level are devised and enacted.

This conference represents a growing concern

with urban and metropolitan problems and in
particular the problems which face the core city
in our rapidly growing metropolitan complex.
Conslibacil ns a minimum standard by the Pliteational Poll(.1a eaninIsslon of the Nation:II Education Aseociation to An
Essou on Qualito in Public !:duration, 197,9. p. 17.
William P. NIc1dice. Fi,(111 l'olicies of the Great Cities in the
Some Determinants of Eriuca1.01'1'4 Rtatro, N arPrnber S,

ional costs in Pierer' Great Cities. March 8. 19d3: and Rome
Stidies an the Financing of Public &hoofs in Fourteen Great
cities of the United States, Aug. 23, 1964, all mimeographed.
aia,, policy statetnents of the Research Coutiell of the Great
ProL:rilin for Sichool Improvement entitled Fiscal Policies

cmfg of the Great City School Systems in America,
:11,1 The Challenge of Financing Public Schools in Grcat

to ?Whet the
1!ie.:1
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Concern with the special prOblems of the large
city represents somewhat of a paradox, because
in the past these cities have represented both the

concentrations of wealth and frequently the
most advanced leadership and practices in education. To a large degree the cities, at least in
the abstract, still represent formidable concen-

trations of wealth, but their problems have
increased more rapidly than their wealth.
What has actually happened is that the urban
pattern itself has changed in this country. Instead of isolated urban concentrations largely
confined within legal city boundary lines scattered across the Nation we now have metropolitan complexes made up of a core city or cities
and burgeoning suburbs and exurbs which fre-

quently overshadow the original city both in
geographical size and population. When most
people speak of Boston, Chicago, Omaha, or Los
Angeles, for example, they do not think of just
the original core city but the metropolitan area

which may be made up of literally dozens of
cities, towns, and school disz; lets plus numerous

other special districts, such as those for sanitation and parks. In only a relatively few areas,
particularly in the Southwest, have the original
cities managed to contain most of this growth
within their bceindaries through aggressive annexation. Even here, however, the school district of the core city has normally not expanded
with the city and the metropolitan area will be
made up of numerous school districts. For the
Nation as a whole there is an average of about
30 school districts per metropolitan area.
The Bureau of the Census has compiled con-

siderable data about the metropolitan areas
or Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
( SMSA's) as they define and label them. In
1962, for example, some 59 percent of all public

and elementary and secondary pupils in the
United States were enrolled in the school systems in 212 metropolitan areas."

The 10 'Argest

SMSA's alone represented 20.8 percent of the
public school pupils in that same year.
Interestingly enough, the metropolitan areas
as a whole apparently have the wealth to meet

their needs if it were properly tapped. The
assessed value of property subject to tax in
Beennee of growth. 21( arena now meet the criteria necel,:ary
to be inheted metropolitan.

SMSA's in 1961 represented 69.2 percent of the
total for the. United States. This becomes par-

ticularly significant for school districts since
tbr rely so heavily upon the property tax. That
is '39 percent of the property for 59 percent of
the pupils. Even more significant as a measure
of wealth, however, is family income. in 1959,

the last year available, the median income of
families inside SMSA's was $6,324, but only
$4,485 outside of these areas.
If the wealth is there, then what is the problem of school districts in the urban areas? The
problem is essentially twofold : (1) the location
in number and needs of pupils does not usually
correspond with the location of wealth because of
school district fragmentation, and (2) the school
districts, because of legal limitations, may not
even be able to adequately tap the wealth they
possess. Most school people are aware of the
frequently wide variation in assessed valuation
per pupil among .s..:hool districts. Many are not

aware of the income variations within the
metropolitan areas. In 1959, the central city
portion reported an average family income of

$5,940 while the wealthier urban fringes reported $7,002. Moving further out to the more

rural but nonfarm area, income dropped to
$5,830, and in outer fringes of the SMSA family
income was only $4,543. These are averages
and a particular SMSA may represent a better or
worse picture.
With this maldistribution of wealth there is a
maldistribution of educational problems, both in

type and intensity. The suburban areas with

their rapidly expanding population face the
problem of housing their children in new school
buildings and meeting the deniands for enriched

educational programs by education-conscious
parents. The central or core city school districts, on the other hand, frequently face the
Problem of increased school housing needs because of the changing racial pattern and changing socioeconomic status of families, in spite of
a declining population larger families and
therefore a larger school age population. The
problem is compounded by the need to replace
antiquated structures and the demands for special educational progigams to salvage the pupil
from the debilitating effects of his family or
socioeconomic background. Dr. Brownell dealt
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more extensively with these factors

in his
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the -ural area under the same relative levels of

poverty. In the rural areas, the children are
,normally kept occupied whatever the quality or
level of their education. In the city the school
dropout becomes the unemployed, particularly
if he is nonwhite, and the poorly educated, whatever their color, are ill equipped to meet modern
industrial and labor requirements. The result
may be concentrated unrest, dissatisfaction, and
social
disorder, even physical violence.
mentally or physically handicapped, for exTo
some
extent the treatment of the problem
ample, which requires extra care and therefore
in
the
city
is
symptomatic in that the problem
extra money, the States have assumed this burconies
from
outside,On the other hand, it is
den and paid at least the major share of excess
the
urban
conditions
which
increase the intencosts involved in the program. In these cases,
sit
of
the
problem,
and
it
is
for urban life that
"spelegal definitions are constructed for the
Where better to
the.;e
groups
must
he
trained.
cial" students and all who meet this definition
The problem
city?
do
this
training
than
in
aid.
are eligible
of
.1.e
city
is
the
problem
of
the
State
and of the
It has been more difficult, if not impossible,
Nat
ion
today,
for
we
are
more
than
two-thirds
to define the disability of cultural or sociourbanized. So far, however, there has been
economic "handicaps." When we utilize the
more
recognition of the special problems of
standard and available socioeconomic measures,
health,
safety, and sanitation in the cities on the
there are as many pupils outside the core cit les
part
of
higher levels of government than there
that meet these standards as insido. Any aid
has
for
education. Density of population has
programs based on these criteria, then, become
always
been
tied closely to these other governextremely costly and p. obably place a greater
mental
programs
because it was only in dense
burden on the cities than if they financed them
or
urban
areas
that
regulation affecting health,
alone, due to the share they contribute in State
safety,
and
sanitation
was essential to prevent
taxes. When you analyze it. the reason why
education arid
The
similar
position
disaster
favor
the
these socioeconomic criteria do not
training has not been recognized.
city is quite simple : The s:)cioeconomic groups
In more specific terms, what type of solutions
have
which are bringing the problems to the cit....
to
the financial problems of the big city school
and
there
are
still
come from outside the city
districts
might be effective? One solution which
It
is
the
rural
areas
many mr.:Te at the source.
the
facts
on concentration of wealth would seem
poverty
in our States where the greatest relative
to
bear
out
is that the metropolitan areas, if they
still exists.
were
given
sufficient taxing authority, could
Are there any criteria which can be used to
probably support an adequate educational proaid the large city without too much dilution?
gram. This would require, however, a realinecriteria,
there
is
As I have weighed the various
ment of school district boundaries, or the estabonly one, density of population, which explains
lishment of areawide equalization programs for
Poverty
city.
the peculiar problem of the larce
a better distribEtion of wealth in relation to educoncentrated
in
is had any place, but when it is
cational needs. It would also require giving the
the high density urban core, its effects are multimetropolitan area access to nonproperty sources
plied through increased health and safety hazof revenue since it is highly doubtful that the
activity,
ards, inducement and ease of criminal
property tax.could handle the increased burden.
and frequent destruction of the family unit.
Complicating any local solution, of course, is the
An isolated illness in a rural poverty area may
reluctance to modify traditional boundaries, the
become an epidemic in the crowded city. A fire
unwillingness of favored economic units to rein the country may become a disaster in the city.
linquish their position, and the frequent lack of
From the point of view of the educational role,
sympathy of the State legislature toward the
conditions are different in the city from those in

address.
There is no question in most of our minds that
the problems facing the large core city school
districts are special and are deserving of greater
attention and money than they are now getting.
Part of the difficulty has been in defining the
"special" nature of the problem. In most States
where there is a special category of student, the
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problems of the metropolitan areas within their
State.
An aid program based on density of population by a higher level of government offers distinct possibilities for the large city school district. Any such aid, whether at the metropolitan.
area. State, or Federal level, would probably also
have to include socioeconomic limiting factors in
addition to the population density factors. This
would be necessary to prevent aid, for example,

from going to relatively wealthy apartment
house districts which might otherwise qualify.

Aid related to attendance districts within a
school district might also be considered if we
are to get to the real crux of the problemthe
need for unequal expenditures for certain
schools within school districts to overcome the
cultural or socioeconomic handicaps.
Only one State, New York, has geared its aid,
at least indirectly, to density. This is done by
allowing an extra portion for cities over 125,000

population in the State foundation program.
Population is not equal to density, but there is
likely to be a close relationship in the very large
cities.

It would be helpful in planning future aid
programs if cost analysis stechniques could be
used on those programs designed, to aid the socially handicapped. To date, virtually no information exists on what a fully effective program

i fl

for the disadvantaged in our urban areas would

The lack of such infor nation makes it
difficult to justify extra amounts for the city
cost.

schools even though the need, in general terms,
is recognized. Persistent and imaginative exploration, experimentation and research will ultimately produce solutions, but the process needs
to be hurried. The fever point has been reached
and a cure is needed. The obvious cure is money,
but the hard decision of how it is to be used and
where it will be obtained remains unmade. The
responsibity lies at all levels for this is a common problem.
School libraries will undoubtedly play an important role in any educational solution adopted,
but the fiscal fate of the library program is tied
to that of the school system and to a high degree

to the freeing of resources to meet all of the
functional needs of cities, for effective education
has never been and can never be an isolated and
self-contained function, no matter what the basis
of organization. While maintaining our concern

for the ongoing traditional problems of education, we must take bold and effective action to
meet the needs of urban life, as typified in our
large cities, because it is educat;on which offers
the greatest hope of creating sell'-respect as well
as respect for others and in making the city a
decent and desirable place in which to live.

Interpreting Needs in Financial Support for School Libraries
Mrs. Faith T. Murdoch, Director, Department of School Libraries, Detroit Public School
AS EARLY AS 1835 alert educators realized

tion in the public schools were to be insured,
children must have access to more information
than that found in their textbooks. Once more

Massachusetts,
and then my own State of Michigan. Taxes
were levied in each school district in these States

school libraries were organized and their main-

the importance of school libraries and
the necessity for their public support. New
York State was first, follow

4 by

for the specific purpose of establishing and

maintaining school libraries. Nineteen States
had passed some sort of legislation by 1876 in
support of school librariesand then the move-

ment failed. Why? Largely because there
was a prior claim to public fund3 from those

departments and subject areas where there had
been a demonstrated need. It was a fairly simple matter t6 prove that all children should be
taught to read, to write legibly, and to cipher.

The nebulous plus factors attained by "free"

reading were more difficult to demonstrate, and
well nigh impossible to prove. So the school
library movement languished, and presently
faded out altogether in favor of the practical
courses demanded by citizens suddenly conscious

of their responsibility to provide public education to the masses.
As public education bec;me mandatory by law
and school population increased, the need for a
larger portion of tax money to support the burgeoning schools also increased. Administrators allocated funds where the need was most
apparent, for salaries, textbooks, equipment.
Seldom did the taxes cover more than the bare
essentials, and the continuing spiral of school
cnrollmnnt made it increasingly impossible to
provide any "extras."
In the early 19C0's there was renewed interest
in school libraries in some few communities.
However, it was not until the 1920's that farsighted educators realized that, if quality edqca-

tenance assured by the school systems which
supported them. Then came the depression.
Most public schools barely managed to maintair

the status quo, and the development of school

libraries once again came to a standstill. It was
not until the period following World War II that
the movement again gained impetus. The pop-

ulation boom and the tremendous explosion of
knowledge focused attention on the necessity for
new and better school buildings. In most urban
areas these new buildings included libraries.
Indeed, the emphasis on individual study after
the war made it mandatory for school planners
to think in terms of a library-centered school.

With the resurgence of interest in school
libraries came the necessity for establishing

standards for book collections, personnel, equip-

ment, and the physical plant. In large urban
areas it soon became apparent that some one
appointed to ccardinate the
person should
program for school library development, and
the position of school library supervisor came
into being. In addition to establishing standards for school libraries in his community, one
of the supervisor's chief responsibilities became
the interpretation of the financial needs of the
libraries under his supervision. It is this major
problem with which we are particularly concerned today.
How does a libriary supervisor plan to interpret the needs of the school library to his administrators, and to the public which ultimately

must support 4e program if it is to prove
successful? Rather than waste your time
79
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theorizing about what might be achieved in an

ideal community (whatever that is), I shall
confine myself to a few very simple, practical

suggestions which are basic in approaching
financial problems in large city school systems

picture, and that budget allocations must be
made on the basis of primary needs.
The supervisor learns to assess his dreams and

where the demands are many, the pressures
great, and an adequate budget often seems only
a remote possibility.
It !3 axiomatic that a well-developed library
program must be presented to the administra-

to come up with some practical suggestions
within the basic allocation provided for his department. He may decide that centralized processing and cataloging would be more beneficial
to the effectiveness of the library program than
anything else. If so, he concentrates on this
area, and endeavors to persuade the business
manager and the budget committee that such a
service would actually be a saving for the school
systen , in addition to providing better library
service by freeing the librarian for professional
endeavors.
In this connection, I would stress the importance of good relationships with the business office. The library supervisor needs to develop a
close working relationship with the purchasing
agent, the business manager, the budget director, and any other individuals who have the responsibility for decisionmaking in the area of
school finance. If the supervisor can es*ablish
respect for his special knowledge of the library
field and can keep these key people informed as
to the developments in program, equipment, and
library planning, he will find them invaluable
allies as he seeks additional funds to improve the
libraries in his school system.
It oehooves the supervisor to have facts and
figures ready to explain and demonstrate the
need for the items he is requesting. He must

tion as a prerequisite to a plea for funds. If
this sounds like an egg-before-the-chicken pproach, keep in mind that nothing succeeds like
success. One effective school library, enthusiastically endorsed by faculty students and community is a far more persuasive argumen' than
a thousand paragraph3. Tne supervis
:ho
concentrates on securing well-qualified ptrsonnel and on providing a book collection based on
a sound selection policy ; who initiates communi-

cation with subject area supervisors, and seeks
to serve their needs ; who issonstantly aware of
changing curricula and anticipates the library's
role in meeting these changes ; who is sensitive
to the unique character of his community, and
strives to provide special resources and services
for it, has already provided the best interpretation of the library's financial needs.
Assuming that the supervisor has attacked
this elementary step with vigor and enthusiasm
and has demonstrated that there is no question
as to the value of a good library in each school, he

is then ready to face the problem of providing
the best possible library service for every school

in his community.

that each item is worthy of inclusion. The
school library supervisor is constantly reminded
that the library is but cne part of the total school

National standards help

immeasurably here. It is the supervisor's responsibility to acquaint his administrators with
national standards for school libraries, and to
point out wherein his own system does not mealure up. The wise supervisor will develop a longrange plan which will allow for a gradual escalation of library services, understanding that no
administrator, no matter how sympathetic, can
immediately produce the funds to provide fullblown lihiary facilities for all schools.
I hasten to add that there will be many discouragements, and no one should assume that a care-

be prepared to present these materials in a

friendly, persuasive manner whenever and
wherever possible. He must be aggressive, but

not obnoxious, in promoting his program. He
must ask and ask again for those things hr considers essential to implement sound, effective
library service. He should prepare carefully
documented reports of progress at frequent intervals, culminating in a comprehensive annual
report.
It is folly to assume that all good administrators are familiar with the peculiar needs and

fully prepared proposal will immediately be
adopted, even though evericial charged with

problems of the school library department.

budgeting the school's money may be convinced

his ideas to those in authority. He initiateI

The alert supervisor finds many ways to present

ti
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visits to successful school libraries ; he plans

demonstration lessons in school libraries for key
personnel; he circulates prcfessional library
journals to the administrative staff; he confers
with architects and equipment experts and invites business-office personnel and curriculum
coordinators to sit in on some of these conferences; he participates in curriculum conferences
and workshops. In short, he seeks every possible opportunity to inform the administrative
staff about matters which concern the development of a strong school library program.
It is also highly important that the community

be kept informed of the financial needs of its
school libraries. The library supervisor will find
many opportunities to speak to pr: rent groups,
civic and professional organizations, and interested citizens on the merits of the school library
program. An informed public is generally an
interested public, and often progress k quicksecure
ened by an alert citizenry determined
for
their
children.
the best educational facilities

The influence of an informed community cannot
be overemphasized.

The practical problem of preparing the annual school library budget is a formidable one.
The supervisor will be guided, necessarily, by
the principles of his own school system. If he

has succeeded in establishing a sympathetic cli-

S1

mate, his proposed budget, detailing every need,
will merit careful consideration. When final
decisions have been made by those charged with
the responsibility of cutting the budget pie, the

library portion may prove to be less than .adequate. The supervisor then fa,:es the frustrating task of deciding what may be eliminated,
Und what must be included. To those of us
who work in large city school systems this adjustment is a way of life. We have come to
realize that we must do the best we can with
what we have, assessing our gains and losses
after each budget session in relation to our longrange plans. When we fall far short of our
goal, we begin to make a better plan for the next
year, conscious that we are limited only by our
own lack of vision.
This is an exciting time to be working in the
school library field. Great things have happened within the past 2 years to add impetus to
the development of effective school libraries ;
greater things yet are in store as Federal legislation opens the doors to unlimited opportunities. It behooves each one of us, as supervisors
of school libraries in the large cities, to be alert,
informed, and ready to interpret our financial
needs to oar school administrators, and to the
community we serve.

VII. Guidelines for Action

Guidelines for Action for Urban School Libraries
Arthur R. Lehne, Assistant Superintendent, Chicago Board of Education
ACTION PROGRAM for school libraries

in America's great cities involves a dynamic approach on the part of those who administer, operate, and nurture the library, on
the part of those who build schools around the

library, and those who provide sera ices to

teachers, to pupils, and to the public. It is my
intent:on to approach the action library today
from the standpoint of the school administrator
and, on this basis, to delineate guidelines for action. To discuss the school libraries of the great

cities with the innovator:, and leaders of the

day of a library as a study hall, if indeed it ever
was, or as a service only offering a quiet place
with books during nonacademic periods of the
day, is gone.

An action library program is a corporate part
of an action school program in changing cities in
a growing nation. Never before within this cen-

tury has the challenge of the school library or
responsible librarianship, if you will, been so
great nor the status of those who work with
books and ideas and people so significant.

When Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, the general

school library program who are here today from
any other vantage point would be presumptuous

superintendent of schools in Chicago, undertook
the responsibility of planning, designing, and

indeed.

service in the city, he started with the library.

An action program for school libraries in-

volves creativity and daring new approaches: it
involves understan ling, cooperation, and a
proclivity toward change. This does not mcan
that the job has not been done effectively In the
past ; but it does mean that it is manifest ..hat we
find new answers and 'Approaches to bring the
school library to its position of eminence and
new service as the vt:ry heart of the educational
now so much to learn
program. There
and so little schooltime to azcimilate knowledge.
Through books and research materials, periodicals, visual aids, and gifted teachers and librarians we acquire knowledge. Acquiring knowl-

edge is but a part of the educational process.
It is only when knowledge becomes distilled that

wisdom follows. It is here that the libraria: can
be the master to the learner. There is so much
to transmit, and so many doors to help open for
those who come with so little to our great cities
today. Without an action program, the doors of
a library and of a city are virtually closed. The

creating a new facility to train teachers for

He began by calling together the finest minds he
could find in America, literally locked them up
in a hotel room for 3 days, exhausted them, and
came out of that conference with a page for the

future, guidelines for action, if you pleasea
plan to erect ti new teachers college 25 years
ahead of any other collegiate institution then on
the drawing bor rds, an institution that would be

just as functional as those that will be built in
the year 1990.
The planners started with the library. They
put up study carrels in the corridors and wired
these carrels for tapes for the vast array of
study materials on the market and those coming
on the market. The second multivisual screen
in any college in. the country is found in the
Chicagt, Teachers College North where four or
so irnaga projectors hooked to an IBM machine
can flash pictures on the screen to aid in the
learning process. Does this change the concept
of a library and library service? Indeed it &as.
S5
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In our high schools today more and more
thought is being given to independent researcl

literally to bring the graduate ocalloar dawn
from the universities into the secondary schools.

This calls for imaginative librarianship and an
action program plus more books, more materials,
and more personnel.

More and more we hear about team teaching
and about innovations, about creativity, about
somehe 01 or other getting youngsters so excited

about ideas and learning that they assume an
increasingly larger proportionate share in the
self-directive process of seeking knowledge and
education. This calls for an action program in
schcol libraries of great cities.
What are some of these other innovations, developments, and changes that influence, direct,

and modify the use and the function of the
library? In addition to team teaching and advanced placement there
of ,urse, the multitrack curriculum in which we group children at
levels at which they can make maximum progress. Does the multitrack curriculum mean

more library resources at a wider range of

levels? Indeed it does.
The explosion of knowledge and the great ex-

pansion of subject matter are significant to us
as we develop guidelines for action. Some will
recall the story of a youl.,A.man in a pllysics class

who complained to his professor about a final
examination.

Evidently he had acquired a copy

of the previous year's test and he informed the
professor that these were the same questions

used last year. The professor's reply was,

"They are the same questions but, this year, the
answers are all different." Sarely. then, an important role of the library is to update materials.
A side issue of the same factor is the need for
the librarian to share with students the fact that
not everything in print is true and that critical
thinking sharpened through wide reading Is a
crucial aspect of living in today's world.
What about advanced placement? Is this important? It was not very many years ago that
just a handful of schools were offering classes in
advanced placement. Today there are thousands
of classes and the number of schools participating in advanced placement programs is rapidly
expanding. What modern-day, secondary school

administrator worth ,his salt in a community

with a modicum of gifted pupils does not offer
these courses with or without a label?

How about some of the new techniques in
teaching beginning reading? How about the
rongraded organization that is spreading from
coast to coast to break the lockstep of the traditional grade organization? Does this have implications fm the library? Can we draw guidelines for action from these changes? Indeed
we can.

Do you know of schools today where the
scholar is getting the recognition that the athlete got in years past? I am sure you do. Does
this have implications for the growth of the
library, for the way it is staffed, msnned, and
guided ? To mention just another, we see the in-

creased interest in the slow and the reluctant
learner. No longer can we dismiss this youngster; no longer can we carry him until he leaves
our schools. Is this new concern of interest to
the librarian ? Do we have a share in the de-

velopment of library resources that can break

the lockstepthat can put a glow in the face

of boys and girls where apathy existed before?
I think we do. These are just a few of the many

forces in education that shape and direct our
library program.
How do we staff the new library which we
need today and would envision for tomorrow?
We seek out for library management the most
dedicated, able person available; one who loves
books but loves knowledge and people even more;

who can work with ideaswho does not wait for
the teacher or the pupil to corne to the library
but seeks them out to draw them in; one who can
handle, or direct others to handle, all aspects of
audiovisual aids, books, filmstrips, tape recorders, reading accelerators, recordplayers, braille
materials, filmstrip viewers, and cartridge- .
loaded visual aids.

Surely, you will agree that a school librarian
must be a specialist in two fieldseducation and
librarianship. When we staff our libraries, we
must staff them with people who understand
child growth and development, who know curriailum, who are able to work with teachers and
ipils, who are familiar with materials needed
by young people and who are interested in youth.

What are some of the questions that we raise

abott staffing? How many librarians in a
1''
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school do we need to give adequate service? One
to every 400 pupils, some suggest. We can only
really approach this question when we have answered the question about the kinds of services

that we must provide. But always we must be
thinking about the program of preparation for
our personnel.
The action library works closely with teachers.
It has the materials for the next unit of learning
at hand the week before the teacher may only be

thinking of the idea. It makes teaching easy
and learning exciting.
How, then, do we staff the library? We staff
it with confidence. We staff it with a multilevel
of skillswe do not insist on the same qualifications for al!. We Staff libraries wilt a generalist and with specialists. We put together a
blend of people in a large high school library
somewhat like an orchestraprofessionals who
are highly trained, noncertificated staff, student
aides, and teacher aides.
We makeit easy for teachers and pupils to use
the library. We keep it open during the day and
the evening, not as g. substitute for a crowded
home but as a dynamic component of the learning process.
Should we question erecting public libraries
in the city to stand partially used. to be separate
entities, divorced from the institutions that nur-

ture them? How far can we go in the joint
process of shared facilities? How far have we
gone? Not very long ago the school that was

built in a park was somewhat of an oddity.
The city school of 1890 had to be built on as tiny

a piece of land as possible, surrounded hy an
iron fence and boxed on four sides by buildings
even more ugly than the one that served children.

Today the school-park plan is basic to urban
planning.
.

An educator interested in equipment stated
that the furniture we used in schools was mainly

prison builtpcorly designed, uncomfortable
and intended to' be that way. He raised the
question : "Shouldn't children have f,i7niture as

comfortable as parents demand in cocktail
louages?" Indeed, as we bring rugs into the
library for acoustics and atmosphere, as we provide seating conducive to need and function. we

move the library into the 20th century..
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Just as we have 0- :led up the school to the
light and to the puL and literally thrust the
underprivileged of the city into the mainstream
of middle class America, so must we do with the
library within the school. I can see no reason
why the school library should not function 6
days a week, should not be open 14 hours a day
and, of course, be staffed for itand should not
draw people to it just as a good school holds its

public and makes that neighborhood a good
neighborhood in which to live.

In Chicago, Dr. Willis often refers to the
school library not just as a service to pupils but
rather as a need that nourishes ! m and helps
them go; a part of the process of putting a floor
under all, a ceiling over none. The library is to
,pupils as gasoline is to the automobile.
Libraries are an investment in people.

They

are so much a part of quality education that the
words "library" and "quality" are inseparable
in the educational process. You must indeed be

proud of the movement and thrust and the
change in American society in which you play
so dominant a role. An action library program
in an action city? Yes, indeed.

What is it that we do to achieve our goals?
Here I caution you that the ;e refer to action
goals--rooted in function, purpose, and objectives rather than data, such as size of collection,
materials circulated, or library attendance.

We achieve goals through achievement of
The school librarian, often the most
literate person on the school staff, can fail to
values.

communicate to the public or his colleague what
he has to offer. If I were a librarian, I'd get a
new or an interesting book in the hands of the
school principal or superintendent every week !
I'd have the best bulletin that could be produced

he hands of teachers and parents every

Thursday morning. I'd make everyone a partner in the library.

You have a way of reaching boys and girls
through the services you provide through the
power of education. While I have stressed technology, change, innovations, should the librarian
ever succUmb to the mechanism of product distribution, the program is handicapped.
We are caught in a price squeeze which becomes more and more apparent' each year that
we make out our school budgets. As Dr. Alford
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points out, the 21 larger cities fail to provide for
$17 million required each year just to keep even
With needed library book expenditures. This
estimate is conservative. Unless we start

thinking about S6 per urban child for library
materials, 'tve will never catch up.

To equip or

staff school libraries, most of the funding has
been coming from local sources and will continue to come from these sources.
Professional librarians realized, long before
the sociologists developed their vocabularies,

C

that a school with its books and teachers and
librarians, with its ideas and program can contribute more than any other public institution to
building quality
the lives of people ; to take

the product of the citythe downtrodden, the
disinherited, the ambitious, 'he bypassed, the
seekers of a better way cf lifeand to thrust
them all into the maiiistrcam of America's path;
to build, if you please, that strong middle class
that is the 'very rock of this Nation.

Appendix
Conference Participants
ADAMS, CHARLES, Supervisor of School Libraries,
Department of Education, 200 Newbury Street, Boston 16, Mass.

MILERS, ELEANOR E., Supervisor of Library
Services, State Department' of Public Instruction,

Olympia, Wash.

ALEXANDER, ELENORA, Director of Instructional
Materials Service; Houston Independent School District, 1300 Capitol Avenue, Houston 2, Tex.
BAINES, ALBERTA, Assistant Superintendent, Hous-

ton Independent School District, 1300 Capitol Avenue,
Houston 2, Tex.

BATCHELOR, LILLIAN L., Supervisor, Secondary
°

School Libraries, The Board of Public Education, 21st
and Parkway, Philadelphia, Pa.

BERGMANN, WINOGENE L., Supervisor of School
Libraries, Milwaukee Public Schools, 5225 West Vliet
Street, Milwaukee 8, Wis.

BOULA, JAMES A.; Consultant, Instructional Materials, Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield, Ill.
BOYVEY, MARY, Consultant in Library Services, Division of Guidance and Supervision, Texas Education
Agency, Austin, Tex.
BROWNELL, SAMUEL M., Superintendent of Schools,
Board of Education, 467 W. Hancock Avenue, Detrcit,
Mich.

BUELL, CLAYTON, Assistant in Charge of Junior
High School Curriculum, The Board of Public Education, 21st and Parkway, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHAVEE, EVERETT, Associate Superintendent,
Div' ion of Instructional 'ervices, Los Angeles City

Schools, 450 North Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, C.alif.
DE BR.ULER, OLIVE, Su pervising Director of Schad
Libraries, D.C. Public Schools, Phillips Administratioa

Annex #7, N Street between 27th and 28th Streets,
NW., Washington, D.C.

DOLEZAL, NORMA M., Supervisor, School Department, Cleveland Public Library, 325 Superior Avenue,
Cleveland 14, Ohio.

FRARY, MILDRED P., Head Supervisor, Los Angeles
City School Libraries, 450 North Grand Avenue, Los
Angeles, Calif.
GRAHAM, MA E, Supervisor of School Libraries, Maryland State Department of Education, 301 West Preston Street, Baltimore, Md., 21201

GRASER, ELSA, Baltimore City Schools, 3 East 25th
Street, Baltimore 18, Md.

HAKAI.A, E. 0., Director of Curriculum and Instruction, San Antonio Independent School District, 141
Lavaca Street-, San Antonio 10, Tex.

HERMINGHAUS, EARL G., Director, Division of
Curriculum and Educational Research, Board of Education of the City of St. Lo is, 3026 Laclede Avenue,
St. Louis, Mo., 63103

HOFFMEYER, RUTH, Co stiltant for High School
Language Arts, Board of Education, 228 North La
Salle Street, Chicago, III., 60601

KOCH, CHARLES W., Consultant, Library Services,
Board of Education of the City of St. Louis; 3026
Laclede Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., 63103

KORNHAUSER, LOUIS, Director, Great Cities Projeit, District of Columbia Public Schools, 13th and -K
Streets, NW., Administration Annex 8, Washington,
D.C.

KRAMER, ESTHER, Asisstant Director, School Library Service, New York City Board of Education, Bureau of Libraries, 110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn,
N.Y.

KRARUP, AGNES, Director, School Library giivices,
Pittsburg Public Schools, Bellefield Avenue at Forbes,
Pittsburgh 13, Pa..
LEHNE, ARTHUR R., Assistant, Superintendent, Chicago Board of Education, 2213 North LaSalle Street,
Chicago, Ill.
MARBURGER, CARL L., Director, Curriculum Studies
Department, Board o! Education, 467 West Hancock
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
MARTIN, MARY Eof Representative, Action for Boston
Community Development, The School Committee of
the City of Boston, 15 Beacon Street, Boston 8, Ma s.
on
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McGINNISS, DOROTHY, Executive- Secretary, American Association of School Librarians, -50 E. Huron
Street, Chicago, IIL, 60611

.

McJENKIN, VIRGINIA, President, American Associa-

tion of School Librarians, Director, Fulton County
Board of Education Libraries, 786 Cleveland Avenue,
SW., Atlanta, Ga.

MOLYNEAL'X, MARY L., Director of Curriculum,
Pittsburgh Public Schools, Bellefield Avenue at Forbes,
Pittsburg 13, Pa.
MURDOCK, FAITH T., Director, Department of School

Libraries, Board of Education, 467 West Hancock
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

NASSAU, DOROTHY P., Director, Division of Libraries, The Board of Public Education, Parkway at
21st Street, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

PETERS, EVELYN, Supervisor of Library Services,
New Orleans Public Schools, 1116 Terpsichore Street,
New Orleans, La., 70130

PETERSON, ELEANOR, Library Consultant, San
Antonio Independent School District, 141 Lavaca
Street, San Antonio 10, Tex.

PETERSON, MIRIAM E., Diroctor, Division of Libraries, Board of Education, 228 N. LaSalle Street,
Chicago, Ill.

RITCHIE, HARRY E., 4.!....sistant Superintendent, Cleve-

land Board of Education, 1380 East Sixth Street,
Cleveland, Ohio, 44114

ROSENBERG, M. F., Jr., Assistant Superintendent in
Charge of Instruction, New Orleans Public Schools,
1116 Terpsichore Street, New Orleans, La., 70130
ROWELL, JOHN A., Director of School Librarier, Bureau of Curriculum Development, Department cr.' Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa.

RUSK, ALICE L., Acting Head, Bureau 'tif Library
Services, Baltimore Public Schools, 3 E. 25th Street,
Baltimore 18, Md.

SANBORN, WILLIAM B., Director, Division of Inttructional Materials, San Francisco Unified School
*District, 135 Van Ness avenue, San Francisco, Calif.,
94102'
SATTLEY, HELEN R., Director, School Library Service, New York City Board of Educat' J.!,1110 Livingston Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
:SHACK, JACOB, Assistant Superintendev:, New York
City. Board of Education, 110 Livingston Street,
,Brooklyn, N.Y.

SMILEY, MARJORIE B., Proje...t Director, Project
English, Hunter College, 6.39 Park Avenue, N-w York
City 21, N.Y.

WALKER, LUVERNE C., Director, Curricuram De-

par tment; District of Columbia Public Schools, Admins. istration
Annex 8, 13th and K Streets, NW., Wash-

ington, D.C.

Division of Library Services
LORENZ, JOHN G., Director

1213.ICE, EDWARD W., Director, Adult Education
Branch

Library Services Branch Staff
PRICE, PAXTON P., Acting Director
SCHICK, FRANK L, Assistant Director
CARL, HERBERT A., Research Librarian
COHEN, NATHAN M., Research Librarian
DRENNAN, HENRY T., Coordinator of Public Library
Services
FRANTZ, JOHN C., Library Extension Specialist
HAVLIK, ROBERT j., Research Library Specialist

KITTEL, DOROTHY A., Public Library Specialist,
Adult Ser ices
LUCE, HELEN, Library Extension Specialist
MAHAR, MARY HELEN, Specialist, School Librrzy
Supervision and Services
MULLEN, EVELYN D., Library Extension Specialist
REED, SARAH R., Library Education Specialist
SA MORE, THEODORE, College and University Library Specialist
WINNICK, PAULINE, Public Library Specialist
Service to Children and Young Adults
,

Other Office of Education Staff
FLYNT, RA I.PIT C. M., Associate Commissioner, Bureau

of Educational Research and DtA,lopment
ALFORD, ALBERT L., Specia.ist, Public Finance and
School Support, Elementary and Secondary Organization and Administration Branch, Division of &Ideational Organization and Administration
BEACH. FRED F., Director, Elementary and Secondary
Organization and Administration Branch, Division
of Educational Organization and Administration
B l; ETT, SUE M, Specialist, English Curriculum Devel-

opment, Curiiculum and Demonstration Programs,
Division of Educations./ Research
BROOKING, WALTER J., Program Specialist, Technical - acation Branch, Division of Vocatior.al and
Technical Education
BRYAN J. NED, Specialist for the Education of Gifted
and Talente:: Children and Youth, Curriculirm and
Demonstration Programs, Division of Educational
Resea air

CARLSON, THilODORA E., Editor, School Life
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CUTTS, WARREN G., Specialist, Reading, Curriculum
and Demonstration Programs, Division of Educational
Research
HAVEN, JULIA, Specialist, Language Arts,- Curriculum and Demonstration Programs, Division of Educational Research

HAYES, MARY E., Specialist. Foreign Languages,
Curriculum and Demonstration Programs, Division of
Educgtional Research

JEWETT, ARNO, Chairman, English and Foreign
Languages, Curriculum and Demonstration Programs,
Division of Educational Reseamit
JOHNSTON, MARJORIE C., Director, Instructional Resources Branch, DiVision of State Grants

LEWIS, u "TRUDE M., Specialist, Upper Grades,
Elementary and Secondary Organization and Administration Dranch, Division of Educational ( $:anization and Administration

MACKINTOSH, HELEN L, Chief, Elementary Schools
Section, Elementary and Secondary Organization and
Administration Branch, Division of Education Organization and Administration
MARTIN, C. J., Assistant Director, Division of State
Grants
M A CCH, JAMES E., Assistant Specialist, Urban School
System Planning, Elementary and Secondary Organization and Administration Branch, Division of Educational Organization and Administration

NfcGUINNESS, LOUIS J., Member, Task Force on
Edi.cation -if Disadvantaged Youth
PARODY, OVID F., Chief, Secondary Sainols Section,
Elementary and Secondary Organization and Administration Branch, Division of Educational Organization and Administration
WATT, LOIS B., Chief, Educational Materials Laboratory, Division of International Studies and Services
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